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SUMMARY

In this work, we investigate electronic and magnetic phenomena in thin films and het-
erostructures of transition metal oxides with strong spin–orbit coupling. Ultrathin films
are prepared by pulsed laser deposition, a technique which enables layer-by-layer growth
of complex materials on atomically flat crystal surfaces. The properties of these het-
erostructures, which include materials such as strontium iridate (SrIrO3) and strontium
ruthenate (SrRuO3), are probed by applying electric and magnetic fields. By varying pa-
rameters such as temperature, magnetic field strength and layer thickness, we obtain
information about spin and charge transport in these atomically engineered crystals.

Chapter 1 provides an introduction to the field of transition metal oxides, followed
by a brief overview of the materials studied in this dissertation.

Chapters 2 to 5 are dedicated to SrIrO3, a material that displays unexpected phys-
ical properties owing to the strong spin–orbit coupling of Ir. Chapter 2 starts with the
growth and thermodynamic stability of SrIrO3, which is essential to obtain high-quality
films and study their properties in the ultrathin limit. We develop a method to grow sto-
ichiometric films by measuring their transport characteristics as a function of the target
condition. We discover that the properties of SrIrO3 are sensitive to degradation in air
and develop an encapsulation procedure to protect the film surface.

SrIrO3 displays an exotic semimetallic state due to the interplay between electronic
correlations, spin–orbit coupling, and octahedral rotations. In Chapter 3, we combine
thermoelectric and magnetotransport measurements to quantitatively determine the
transport coefficients of the different conduction channels. Despite their different dis-
persion relationships, electrons and holes are found to have strikingly similar transport
coefficients.

Chapters 4 and 5 focus on the electronic and magnetic properties of SrIrO3 in the
two-dimensional limit. In Chapter 4, we discover a metal–insulator transition occurring
at a critical thickness of 4 unit cells and an enhancement of spin fluctuations near the
transition point. We investigate the magnetic state in Chapter 5, showing that a four-
fold symmetric magnetoresistance component appears above a critical magnetic field.

In Chapter 6, we interface ultrathin SrIrO3 with SrRuO3, an itinerant ferromagnet
with an unconventional anomalous Hall conductivity. We discover that the presence
of two dissimilar interfaces results in the emergence of two spin-polarized conduction
channels.

Having explored the influence of epitaxial interfaces, in Chapter 7 we develop a me-
thod to detach thin films from their growth substrate using an epitaxial buffer layer. Us-
ing this approach, we prepare nanomechanical resonators of freestanding SrTiO3 and
SrRuO3 films. By measuring the temperature dependence of their mechanical response,
we observe signatures of structural phase transitions in the SrTiO3, which affect the
strain and mechanical dissipation of the resonators.

xi



xii SUMMARY

Chapter 8 summarizes the findings of the previous chapters and provide perspectives
for future work. We discuss ongoing experiments regarding Berry phase engineering and
the manipulation of freestanding films.



SAMENVATTING

In dit werk onderzoeken we elektronische en magnetische fenomenen in dunne films
en heterostructuren van transitiemetaaloxiden met sterke spin–baan koppeling. Dunne
films worden bereid door middel van gepulseerde laserdepositie, een techniek waarmee
complexe materialen laagje voor laagje op atomair vlakke kristaloppervlakken gegroeid
kunnen worden. De eigenschappen van deze heterostructuren, waartoe strontium iri-
dium oxide (SrIrO3) en strontium ruthenium oxide (SrRuO3) behoren, worden bestu-
deerd met behulp van elektrische en magnetische velden. Door parameters zoals tem-
peratuur, magnetische veldsterkte en laagdikte te variëren, verkrijgen we informatie over
spin- en ladingstransport in deze atomair ontworpen kristallen.

Hoofdstuk 1 geeft een inleiding tot het veld van transitiemetaaloxiden, gevolgd door
een beknopt overzicht van de materialen die in dit proefschrift bestudeerd worden.

Hoofdstukken 2 tot 5 zijn toegewijd aan SrIrO3, een materiaal dat onverwachte fysi-
sche eigenschappen vertoont dankzij de sterke spin–baan koppeling van Ir. Hoofdstuk
2 begint met de groei en thermodynamische stabiliteit van SrIrO3, wat essentieel is om
films van hoge kwaliteit te verkrijgen en hun eigenschappen te bestuderen in de tweedi-
mensionale limiet. We ontwikkelen een methode om stoichiometrische films te groeien
door hun transporteigenschappen te meten als functie van de target-toestand. We ont-
dekken dat de eigenschappen van SrIrO3 gevoelig zijn voor degradatie en ontwikkelen
een procedure om het oppervlak te beschermen.

SrIrO3 vertoont een exotische semimetallische toestand door de wisselwerking tus-
sen elektronische correlaties, spin–baan koppeling en octaëdrische rotaties. In Hoofd-
stuk 3 combineren we thermoelektrische en magnetische transportmetingen om de trans-
portcoefficiënten van de verschillende geleidingskanalen te bepalen. Ondanks hun ver-
schillende dispersierelaties vinden we dat elektronen en gaten vergelijkbare transport-
coefficiënten hebben.

Hoofdstukken 4 en 5 zijn gericht op de elektronische en magnetische eigenschappen
van SrIrO3 in de tweedimensionale limiet. In Hoofdstuk 4 ontdekken we dat een transitie
van een metaalachtige naar een isolerende toestand plaatsvindt bij een kritische dikte
van 4 lagen en dat spin fluctuaties versterkt zijn nabij het transitiepunt. We onderzoeken
de magnetische toestand in Hoofdstuk 5 en tonen aan dat een viervoudig symmetrische
magnetoweerstand component verschijnt boven een kritisch magnetisch veld.

In Hoofdstuk 6 creëren we grensvlakken tussen SrIrO3 en SrRuO3, een ferromagneet
met een onconventioneel “anomalous Hall effect”. We ontdekken dat de aanwezigheid
van twee verschillende grensvlakken leidt tot de manifestatie van twee spingepolari-
seerde geleidingskanalen.

Na de invloed van epitaxiale grensvlakken te hebben bestudeerd, ontwikkelen we in
Hoofdstuk 7 een methode om dunne films te scheiden van het substraat door gebruik te
maken van een bufferlaag. Met deze methode maken we nanomechanische resonatoren

xiii
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van vrijstaande SrTiO3 en SrRuO3 films. Door de temperatuurafhankelijkheid van hun
mechanische respons te meten, nemen we kenmerken van structurele faseovergangen
in SrTiO3 waar, die de spanning en mechanische dissipatie van de resonatoren beïnvloe-
den.

Hoofdstuk 8 vat de bevindingen van de voorgaande hoofdstukken samen en ver-
schaft perspectieven voor toekomstig werk. We bespreken nog lopende experimenten
met betrekking tot het ontwerpen van geometrische fases en de manipulatie van vrij-
staande films.
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INTRODUCTION

The electric light did not come from
the continuous improvement of candles.

Oren Harari

In this chapter we introduce the field of transition metal oxides and discuss its relevance
to society. We also briefly review the physical concepts that are relevant for the properties
of the materials investigated in this thesis.

1
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2 1. INTRODUCTION

W
E live in the information age, a period marked by digitalization and comput-
erization. The information age is also referred to as the silicon age, since the
digital revolution was made possible by the industrial processing of silicon and

the production of transistors of ever-smaller dimensions. The widespread use of smaller,
cheaper and more powerful computers has affected nearly every aspect of our everyday
life and transformed our economy. In this regard, silicon has proven to be as revolution-
ary as stone, bronze and iron in their respective ages.

The information age presents many challenges for the coming decades, including the
growing need for (i) fast, high-capacity and secure information storage, (ii) a sustainable
energy economy and (iii) increased computational power. It is becoming increasingly
clear that novel materials, that can generate devices with properties such as ultralow en-
ergy consumption and high speed and capacity, are required to address these challenges.
This need has vastly expanded the field of materials research, a rapidly growing area that
sees a strong interest from both academia and industry.

One of the material classes that are considered particularly promising for next-ge-
neration electronic devices is transition metal oxides (TMOs). These materials show a
range of exceptional physical properties due to the delicate interplay among their spin,
charge and orbital degrees of freedom [1, 2]. A significant body of work has been de-
voted to TMOs containing 3d and 4d elements, which include systems displaying metal-
insulator transitions [3], high-Tc superconductivity [4] and Mott insulating states [5, 6].
At the heart of these properties are strong electronic correlations, arising due to strong
electrostatic repulsion between electrons on neighboring sites.

Energy 3d
(Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, ...)

4d
(Zr, Mo, Ru, Rh, ...)

Coulomb U

Crystal �eld Δ

Transfer t

Spin–orbit coupling λ

Crystal �eld Δ

Spin–orbit coupling λ

Coulomb U

Transfer t

5d
(Re, Os, Ir, Pt, ...)

Traditional playground for
correlated electron physics

Spin–orbit coupling λ
Coulomb UCrystal �eld Δ

Transfer t

Figure 1.1: Energy landscape of transition metal oxides. Schematic illustration of the hierarchy among energy
scales in 3d , 4d , and 5d transition metal oxides.

Much less attention has been directed to 5d TMOs due to the relative scarcity of
5d elements and the difficulty of synthesizing them. Apart from strong correlations,
the electrons in these materials have an important property called spin–orbit coupling
(SOC), a relativistic effect that entangles the spin and orbital degrees of freedom. This
property is particularly useful for applications since it can provide a platform for spin-
tronics (devices that operate with spin rather than charge currents) and enable data pro-
cessing with minimal dissipation [7, 8].
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The interplay between electronic correlations and SOC is far from understood and
needs to be investigated in the appropriate material systems. Here, we study the struc-
tural, electronic and magnetic properties of single-crystal thin films and heterostruc-
tures of strontium iridates (SrIrO3 and Sr2IrO4) and strontium ruthenate (SrRuO3). While
Ir is not abundant and is unlikely to be widely used in future devices, the study of these
materials will advance our fundamental understanding and provide pathways for engi-
neering similar states in systems with more common elements. Our primary focus is on
the properties of ultrathin SrIrO3 and the formation of epitaxial interfaces with SrRuO3.
Finally, we use a novel method to obtain freestanding oxides and fabricate nanomechan-
ical resonators to probe their structural phase transitions.

1.1. ENERGY SCALES IN TRANSITION METAL OXIDES
The electronic and magnetic properties of TMOs are governed by the hierarchy between
different energy scales (see Fig. 1.1). In this section, we will review the physical principles
governing these energy scales and discuss their impact on the electronic and magnetic
structure.

1.1.1. ELECTRONIC CORRELATIONS
Transition metal oxides typically have incompletely filled d-orbitals with narrow energy
bands. Due to the small overlap between neighbouring orbitals, the behavior of elec-
trons cannot be described in terms of non-interacting entities. This interaction is ac-
counted for in the Hubbard model [9], an extension of the tight-binding model where
electrons can hop between nearest-neighbour lattice sites with a kinetic energy −t (see
Fig. 1.2). The Hubbard model introduces an additional energy U for a pair of electrons
occupying the same site due to Coulomb repulsion.

t = hopping integral

U = Coulomb repulsion

t

Figure 1.2: The Hubbard model. Intersite hopping saves energy t , while double occupancy costs energy U .
This model gives rise to an insulating state at large U /t , called a Mott insulator.

The Hubbard Hamiltonian is given by

H =−t
∑

<i,j>,σ
c†

iσcjσ+U
∑

i
ni↑ni↓, (1.1)

where the first term is the kinetic energy, describing the destruction of a fermion of
spin σ on site i and its creation on the neighboring site j (or vice versa). The second
term is the interaction energy, which adds an energy U if a site is doubly occupied.
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While conventional band theory predicts a metallic state for a half-filled band, the
Hubbard model correctly predicts the Mott insulating state. It is instrumental in describ-
ing high-temperature superconductivity and the superfluid–Mott insulator transition in
cold-atom experiments. Additionally, it spurred the development of dynamical mean-
field theory (DMFT), which is now widely used to calculate the electronic structure of
strongly correlated materials. We will see in Section 1.2.2 that even a moderate U can
have profound effects on the electronic and magnetic properties of strontium iridates.

1.1.2. SPIN–ORBIT COUPLING
Spin–orbit coupling (SOC) is a relativistic effect that entangles the spin and orbital angu-
lar momentum of the electron (see Fig. 1.3). In the rest frame of an electron bound to an
atom, the electron experiences a magnetic field B. Since E ∝∆V (where E is the electric
field and V the potential),

B ∝ v×E = r×p

mr
|∆V |, (1.2)

where v is the velocity of the electron and r × p is the angular momentum L [10].
Multiplying by the magnetic moment of the electron ms yields

B ·ms ∝ L ·S, (1.3)

where S is the spin angular momentum vector.

+
+

Rest frame of electronRest frame of nucleus

e−
r

v

e−

Figure 1.3: Spin–orbit coupling. Schematic illustration of the relativistic interaction between the electron’s
spin and the positively charged nucleus.

The complete expression for the SOC strength (not shown here) contains an en-
ergy scale λ which is proportional to Z 4, where Z is the atomic number. SOC is there-
fore small for light elements but becomes significant for heavy elements such as Ru
(λ ∼ 0.1 eV) and Ir (λ ∼ 0.4 eV) [11, 12]. In atomic systems, SOC breaks the degener-
acy between different energy levels and causes splitting of spectral lines. In solids, SOC
results in splitting of electronic bands that are otherwise degenerate. When these bands
are close to the Fermi level and the splitting is sufficiently large, this can substantially
impact the electronic properties. As we will see in Section 1.2.2, splitting due to SOC
gives rise to narrow Jeff = 1/2 states in the electronic structure of Ir4+, which can be eas-
ily gapped by even a moderate value of the Coulomb repulsion U . In SrRuO3 (SRO), SOC
causes the easy axis of magnetization to be perpendicular to the film plane and is im-
portant in setting the intrinsic contribution to the anomalous Hall conductivity (σx y ),
which will be discussed in Section 1.2.3.
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1.2. THIN FILMS AND HETEROSTRUCTURES
Thin films of TMOs can be grown by different techniques such as pulsed laser deposition
(PLD) and molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). The advantages of PLD are that (i) the transfer
of materials is in general stoichiometric, (ii) the deposition can occur in a high oxygen
pressure environment, and (iii) the energy of the ablated species can be controlled by
the laser fluence [13]. A schematic illustration of a PLD system is shown in Fig. 1.4a.

1.2.1. PULSED LASER DEPOSITION

During PLD, a high-power ultraviolet pulsed laser (Coherent COMPexPro 205, KrF 248
nm) is focused on a target of the material that is to be deposited onto a single-crystal
substrate. STO is frequently used as a growth substrate due to its insulating properties
and the possibility of terminating its surface with TiO2, forming an atomically flat tem-
plate for thin film growth [14, 15]. The STO substrates used in this thesis were purchased
from CrysTec GmbH. The initial part of the laser pulse ablates the target material, while
the rest of the pulse ionises the ablated species. This causes the material to be acceler-
ated towards the substrate, forming a so-called plasma plume. A constant flow of O2 is
maintained in the chamber to oxidise the ablated species and reduce their kinetic en-
ergy. For the growth of SIO and SRO, the oxygen partial pressure is typically of the order
of 0.1 mbar, while the base pressure of the system is about 10−8 mbar. The ablated ma-
terial is deposited on the substrate, which is heated by an infrared laser (to about 600◦C
for SIO and SRO) to promote the surface diffusivity. A typical growth rate for these two
compounds is 100 pulses per unit cell. The substrates are mounted with two stainless
steel clamps and the temperature is measured using an optical pyrometer. We moni-
tor the growth using reflection high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED), a technique
which relies on the diffraction of high-energy electrons from the surface of the growing
film. After the growth, the samples are annealed for 1 hour in 300 mbar of O2 at 550◦C
to refill any oxygen vacancies that might have formed. Finally, the samples are cooled
down in the same atmosphere at a rate of 20◦C/min.

Srn+1IrnO3n+1
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Plasma
plume

Heating
laser

SrTiO3

substrate

Pulsed laser beam
Vacuum chamber

e−
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Sr 2
IrO

4

SrTiO 3

b

Figure 1.4: Growth of transition metal oxide heterostructures. (a) Schematic illustration of pulsed laser de-
position. (b) Transmission electron microscopy measurement of an STO/Sr2IrO4/STO heterostructure.
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Our PLD system can contain 5 different targets at any time, making it possible to grow
heterostructures of different materials, each with their ideal growth conditions such as
temperature, pressure, and laser fluence. An example of a heterostructure composed of
STO/Sr2IrO4/STO is shown in Fig. 1.4b. The STO on the bottom of the image is the sub-
strate, while the top STO is used to impose symmetric boundary conditions and protect
the Sr2IrO4 film from degradation in air. Since a large portion of the work covered in this
thesis is focused on SIO, we will showcase the growth and characterization of epitaxial
Sr2IrO4 in Fig. 1.5.
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Figure 1.5: Growth and characterization of epitaxial Sr2IrO4. (a) RHEED intensity oscillations of the specular
spot during the growth of a 45 u.c. Sr2IrO4 film. Four oscillations correspond to 1 SrO-IrO2-SrO block. (b)
AFM topographic image of the surface of a 10 u.c. Sr2IrO4 film. (c) XRD measurement of an STO-capped 45
u.c. Sr2IrO4 film. Inset: rocking curve around the Sr2IrO4(0012) reflection. (d) XRD measurement around the
(0012) reflection. The black solid line is a simulation of the diffracted intensity with 45 u.c. and c = 25.66 Å.

Figure 1.5a shows RHEED intensity oscillations during the growth of Sr2IrO4 on a
TiO2-terminated STO substrate, where each oscillation corresponds to the growth of one
SrO-IrO2-SrO block. The inset shows the diffraction pattern before and after the growth.
Various techniques are used to investigate the surface and crystalline quality of the films
after the growth. In Fig. 1.5b, an atomic force microscopy (AFM) image of the film sur-
face is shown, where the step-and-terrace structure of the STO substrate is still clearly
visible and only islands of unit cell height are observed. The crystal structure of the film
can be studied using X-ray diffraction (XRD), of which a measurement (θ-2θ scan) is
shown in Fig. 1.5c. The intense, narrow peaks correspond to the c-axis lattice parameter
of the STO substrate (3.905 Å) and the other peaks arise from the Sr2IrO4 film (bulk lattice
parameter 25.79 Å). The finite size oscillations around the peak can be fitted to extract
the film thickness, as shown in Figure 1.5d, and the peak position is determined by the
c-axis lattice parameter. The simulation of the diffracted intensity (made with Interac-
tiveXRDFit [16]) yields a thickness of 45 u.c. and a c-axis lattice parameter of 25.66 Å. The
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thickness is in good agreement with the thickness determined by RHEED. Note that the
c-axis is slightly smaller than that of bulk Sr2IrO4 (25.79 Å), which results from the tensile
strain (−0.7% lattice mismatch) from the STO substrate.

1.2.2. STRONTIUM IRIDATES

The electronic structure of Srn +1IrnO3n +1 compounds can be best understood starting
from Ir in an octahedral environment [17]. The energy levels of a single IrO6 octahedron
are shown in Fig. 1.6a. Ir has electronic configuration [Xe] 4 f 14 5d 7 6s2, which leads to
5d 5 due to its oxidation state of 4+. The 5d levels are first split into t2g and eg orbital
states by the crystal field energy ∆, which increases the energy of orbitals with lobes
pointing towards the oxygen ions. The t2g levels are further split by SOC into effective
total angular momentum Jeff = 1/2 and Jeff = 3/2 levels. This effectively reduces the
system to a half-filled Jeff = 1/2 single band system [18]. This band is then affected by the
correlation energy U , which is determined by the octahedral connectivity (see Fig. 1.6b)
which is different for each member of the RP series [19, 20].

Crystal �eld Δ

Spin–orbit coupling λ

eg

t2g

5d Je� = 1/2

Je� = 3/2

SrIrO3

Sr2IrO4a b

Figure 1.6: 5d level splittings in strontium iridates. (a) Splitting of 5d energy levels by crystal field and spin–
orbit coupling. (b) Crystal structure of SIO and Sr2IrO4.

In the 2D member Sr2IrO4, even a small U is sufficient to split the narrow Jeff = 1/2
band into an upper and lower Hubbard band, resulting in a so-called spin–orbit Mott in-
sulating state [18]. The Ir moments are antiferromagnetically coupled, but due to strong
SOC, which locks the individual magnetic moments to the octahedral rotations, a weak
net ferromagnetic moment appears [21, 22]. In the 3D member SIO, U is too small to
open a gap but significantly reduces the density of states (DOS) at the Fermi level, result-
ing in a narrow-band semimetallic state [23, 24]. Theoretical calculations have suggested
that SIO may be a non-trivial topological semimetal, with a Dirac nodal ring near the U
point [25, 26]. Its study has been hampered by the fact that bulk SIO tends to crystallize
into a 6H-hexagonal structure rather than in a perovskite phase [27]. Epitaxial constraint
allows for the stabilization of the perovskite phase, however in this case the Dirac cones
are gapped due to the breaking of glide symmetry [24, 28].
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1.2.3. STRONTIUM RUTHENATES

Strontium ruthenates (Srn +1RunO3n +1) have been the subject of intense study for de-
cades: Sr2RuO4 due to its unconventional superconducting state [29, 30] and SRO due to
its unusual metallic ferromagnetic state characterized by electron correlations and large
magnetocrystalline anisotropy [11, 31]. SRO displays a rather unconventional anoma-
lous Hall effect (AHE), which changes non-monotonically with temperature and even
changes sign (see Fig. 1.8a). Its origin has been heavily contested and inspired many
experimental and theoretical works [32–34]. Most works now agree on that the domi-
nant mechanism for the AHE is the Berry phase effect [35], which depends on the Bloch
states and their occupation. In general, ferromagnetic systems can display various types
of Hall effects, which are shown in Fig. 1.7.

B

Vxy

+ + =

B

I

Vxy

ordinary anomalous topological total

Lorentz force under 
external magnetic field

Magnetization M

(Hall voltage and
spin accumulation)

Spin transfer torque from
noncollinear magnetism

Figure 1.7: Mechanisms responsible for Hall effects. In magnetic systems, three mechanisms can contribute
to the Hall effect. The magnetic field dependence of the Hall voltage is shown in the top, with the underlying
mechanism shown below. The bottom right panel shows the measurement configuration. The three panels on
the bottom left are adapted from Refs. [36, 37].

Note that the ordinary Hall effect (leftmost panel) can be nonlinear if multiple elec-
tron- and/or hole-like bands are involved in transport. In many materials, the magni-
tude of the AHE follows the empirical relation ρx y = R0Hz + Rs Mz , where ρx y is the
transverse resistivity, R0Hz is the ordinary Hall contribution and Rs Mz represents the
anomalous Hall contribution arising from the spontaneous magnetization [38]. The co-
efficient Rs typically depends on the resistivityρ as Rs = aρ+bρ2, where the linear term is
due to spin-dependent scattering (skew scattering) [39], and the quadratic term is due to
a lateral displacement during scattering (side jump scattering) [40]. These contributions
are both extrinsic in that they depend on scattering with impurities. In 1954, Karplus and
Luttinger showed that there is also an intrinsic contribution to the AHE that arises from
the so-called “anomalous velocity” [41]. This velocity term appears in the full expression
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for v(k) in addition to the usual band dispersion contribution. It originates from the
Berry curvature of occupied eigenstates, which can be understood as an effective mag-
netic field in momentum space [42]. This effective field modifies the equation of motion
of electrons and gives rise to the intrinsic AHE. The general formula for the velocity of
electrons in an electric field E is

v(k) = 1

ħ
∂E(k)

∂k
− e

ħE ×b(k), (1.4)

where E(k) is the dispersion relation and b(k) is the Berry curvature. The anomalous
velocity is always transverse to the electric field, thus giving rise to a Hall voltage. For
crystals with simultaneous time-reversal and spatial inversion symmetry the Berry cur-
vature vanishes throughout the Brillouin zone. However, in systems with broken time-
reversal or inversion symmetries, their proper description requires the use of the full
velocity formula. The intrinsic contribution to σx y does not depend on ρ but on the
magnetization M , and its dependence can be calculated from the band structure by us-
ing for example the Kubo formula [42]. For SRO, the Berry curvature is negligible in most
regions of the momentum space but displays sharp and pronounced peaks at a (near)
degeneracy or band crossing, which acts as a magnetic monopole [34]. An example is
shown in Fig. 1.8b, where a sharp peak is present at the Γ point where the bands are
nearly degenerate.
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Figure 1.8: Anomalous Hall effect of SRO. (a) Anomalous Hall conductivity σx y of SRO as a function of mag-
netization M . Both experimental and theoretical results are shown. (b) Calculated flux distribution in k-space
of the t2g bands of cubic SRO. The sharp peak arises due to the (near) degeneracy of the bands, which acts as
a magnetic monopole. Adapted from Ref. [34].

Recently there has been a renewal of interest in SRO films, this time in ultrathin (few
u.c.) form. Several groups have reported on the observation of a topological Hall ef-
fect [43–48], which has been attributed to the presence of skyrmions: vortex-like quasi-
particles (see Fig. 1.7) that can be viewed as “whirlpools” of magnetic spin [37]. The Hall
effect in such systems, most notably STO/SRO/SIO, will be discussed in Chapter 6.
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1.3. OUTLINE OF THIS THESIS
In this thesis, we study the electronic and magnetic properties of transition metal ox-
ide thin films and heterostructures containing 4d and 5d elements. We focus on low-
temperature electronic transport in ultrathin SIO and SRO heterostructures.

In Chapter 2, we develop a procedure to obtain high-quality SIO films by taking into
account the laser-induced modification of the target surface and film degradation in am-
bient conditions. By preparing the target surface prior to the deposition and encapsulat-
ing the films with STO, we obtain stable films that can be processed to fabricate devices
such as Hall bars, which is crucial for the rest of the work presented in the thesis.

Chapter 3 focuses on the semimetallic state of SIO. The partial occupation of several
electron- and hole-like bands results in seemingly conflicting Seebeck and Hall coeffi-
cients. We resolve this issue by quantitatively determining the electron and hole carrier
densities by combining magnetotransport and thermoelectric measurements in a field-
effect geometry.

Chapter 4 explores the thickness-dependent electronic properties of ultrathin SIO
films. We uncover a transition from a semimetallic to an insulating state below 4 unit
cells, and show that spin fluctuations are enhanced while approaching the transition
point.

In Chapter 5, we investigate the magnetic properties of ultrathin SIO at mK temper-
atures. We find that the magnetoresistance is anisotropic with respect to the magnetic
field orientation, and its angular dependence reveals the presence of a fourfold sym-
metric component above a critical magnetic field. We attribute this transition to a field-
induced magnetic state in SIO.

In Chapter 6, we interface ultrathin SIO with the itinerant ferromagnet SRO, forming
the tricolor STO/SRO/SIO system. Measurements of the anomalous Hall effect, which
probe the Berry curvature of occupied bands, reveal the presence of two spin-polarized
conduction channels. We attribute this to electronic and magnetic reconstructions at
the SIO/SRO and SRO/STO interfaces, showing the potential of SIO for interface engi-
neering.

Chapter 7 explores a new method to detach thin films from their growth substrate
by using an epitaxial buffer layer. Using this approach, we obtain nanomechanical res-
onators of high-quality freestanding STO and SRO films. By measuring the temperature
dependence of their mechanical response, we observe signatures of structural phase
transitions in the STO, which affect the strain and mechanical dissipation of the res-
onators.

Chapter 8 summarizes the findings of the previous chapters and provide perspectives
for future work. We discuss ongoing experiments regarding Berry phase engineering and
the manipulation of freestanding thin films.



2
EPITAXIAL GROWTH AND STABILITY

OF SIO/STO HETEROSTRUCTURES

Success is the ability to go
from one failure to another
with no loss of enthusiasm.

Obtaining high-quality thin films of 5d transition metal oxides is essential to explore the
exotic semimetallic and topological phases predicted to arise from the combination of
strong electron correlations and spin–orbit coupling. Here, we show that the transport
properties of SIO thin films, grown by pulsed laser deposition, can be optimized by consid-
ering the effect of laser-induced modification of the SIO target surface. We further demon-
strate that bare SIO thin films are subject to degradation in air and are highly sensitive to
lithographic processing. A crystalline STO cap layer deposited in-situ is effective in pre-
serving the film quality, allowing us to measure metallic transport behavior in films with
thicknesses down to 4 unit cells. In addition, the STO encapsulation enables the fabrica-
tion of devices such as Hall bars without altering the film properties, making it possible to
perform precise (magneto)transport measurements on micro- and nanoscale devices.

Parts of this chapter have been published in Applied Physics Letters 109, 041906 (2016) by D. J. Groenendijk,
N. Manca, G. Mattoni, L. Kootstra, S. Gariglio, Y. Huang, E. van Heumen, and A. D. Caviglia [49].

XRD measurements were performed by S. Gariglio.
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T
HE intriguing electronic structure of 5d transition metal oxides arises from the
delicate interplay between competing energy scales. Iridium compounds dis-
play a particularly large SOC of the order of 0.4 eV, which leads to the forma-

tion of novel Jeff = 1/2 and Jeff = 3/2 states [50]. The combination of this strong SOC
and slight lattice distortions has recently drawn attention to SIO as a promising candi-
date to realise topological (semi)metallic phases [26, 51–54]. Perovskite SIO is a mem-
ber of the Pbnm space group, featuring two glide planes and a mirror plane which are
crucial in determining its band structure [25, 28]. At atmospheric pressure, SIO crys-
tallises in a 6H-hexagonal structure, while its perovskite form can be obtained by apply-
ing high pressure and temperature and subsequent quenching [55]. This requires partic-
ular care due to the high volatility of iridium oxides and competition with other phases
such as Sr2IrO4 and Sr3Ir2O7 [56]. These extreme conditions can be avoided by resort-
ing to thin film growth, where epitaxial constraint can be used to synthesize perovskite
SIO films [23, 24, 28, 57–63]. SIO films are generally grown by PLD, where a relatively
high oxygen pressure (0.01–1 mbar) is required to control the Ir oxidation state [63]. In
such high pressure conditions, the interaction dynamics between the expanding plume
and the background gas are very complex [64]. This can readily result in slight devia-
tions from the ideal film stoichiometry, which can strongly affect the electrical proper-
ties through the formation of crystal defects. Electrical transport measurements of SIO
films reported in literature show a rather large variability, which brings to question the
role of disorder and secondary phase formation on the film properties [59–61, 65, 66].

In this chapter, we identify key issues related to the growth and stability of SIO thin
films and study how these affect their electrical properties. First, we show that the mor-
phology and stoichiometry of the SIO target surface is progressively modified by laser
ablation, reducing the growth rate and affecting the electrical properties of thin films.
We then demonstrate that the transport properties of SIO films are subject to degra-
dation over time in ambient conditions and that the films are highly sensitive to litho-
graphic processing. These complications make it difficult to perform systematic and re-
producible transport measurements. A crystalline STO cap layer deposited in-situ pre-
vents film degradation and enables us to obtain metallic behavior in films with thick-
nesses down to 4 unit cells. In addition, the STO encapsulation preserves the film quality
during lithographic processing, allowing the fabrication of Hall bars for precise (mag-
neto)transport studies.

2.1. STRUCTURAL AND ELECTRONIC CHARACTERIZATION
In Fig. 2.1 we present the structural and electrical characterization of STO-capped SIO
thin films deposited in optimum conditions. RHEED intensity oscillations, shown in
Fig. 2.1a, are observed for both the 20 u.c. SIO film and the 10 u.c. STO cap layer and can
be used to determine the growth rate. Figure 2.1b shows an XRD measurement around
the (001) reflection (pseudocubic notation) of an STO-capped 30 u.c. SIO film. The clear
finite size oscillations and the small FWHM of the rocking curve (0.06◦, Fig. 2.1b, inset)
evidence long-range crystalline order. Additional XRD measurements, such as reciprocal
space mapping, show that the film is coherently strained on the substrate (see Fig. 2.4).
Measurements over a larger 2θ range indicate that, in these growth conditions, no sec-
ondary phases are formed. The film thickness extracted from the fit (12 nm, solid line)
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is in good agreement with the number of unit cells estimated from RHEED and is con-
firmed by X-ray reflectivity. The resulting c-axis parameter is 4.08Å, which is consistent
with the expected value taking into account the compressive strain from the STO sub-
strate (+1.54%) and imposing the conservation of the bulk u.c. volume.
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Figure 2.1: Growth and characterization of SIO/STO heterostructures. (a) RHEED intensity oscillations of
the specular spot during the growth of a 20 u.c. SIO film with a 10 u.c. STO cap layer. (b) XRD scan around
the (001) reflection (pseudocubic notation) of an STO-capped 30 u.c. SIO film. Inset: rocking curve around
the SIO(001) reflection. (c) Resistivity versus temperature of STO-capped SIO films with thicknesses of 30
u.c. (blue line) and 4 u.c. (orange line). The dashed lines are fits to the data from room temperature to 105 K.
The inset shows dρ/dT of the 30 u.c. film, where a change of the slope occurs at 105 K.

Figure 2.1c shows the temperature dependence of the resistivity (ρ) of two STO-
capped SIO films with thicknesses of 30 u.c. (blue line) and 4 u.c. (orange line). In overall
agreement with literature, the resistivity of the 30 u.c. film decreases slightly with de-
creasing temperature and displays a small upturn at low temperature [59–61, 65, 66].
The small resistivity variation over the entire temperature range can be a signature of
the semimetallic ground state reported in recent angle-resolved photoemission spec-
troscopy (ARPES) studies [23, 24]. Interestingly, we observe a slight change of slope at
105 K, which is reproducible across different samples and thermal cycles and is most
likely related to the cubic–tetragonal structural transition of the STO substrate [67]. This
transition involves a rotation of the oxygen octahedra, shortening the in-plane lattice
parameters and increasing the c-axis of the STO [68]. Such cross-interface coupling has
previously been observed for ultrathin correlated La1-xSrxMnO3 (LSMO) films on STO,
where a soft phonon mode, whose amplitude diverges at the STO phase transition, prop-
agates into the atomic layers of the LSMO film and modifies its electronic properties [69].
The detection of this slight structural distortion in the electronic properties of the SIO
film is a fingerprint of the high quality of the interface, enabling the coupling between
octahedral rotations of the substrate and the thin film. In addition, it demonstrates how
sensitive the electric properties of SIO thin films are to octahedral rotations.
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Despite its small thickness, the 4 u.c. film still shows metallic behavior and has a
resistivity comparable to the 30 u.c. film. The resistivity shows an upturn at higher tem-
perature, below which it increases up to approximately 2.4 mΩcm at 1.5 K. Films with
thicknesses below 4 u.c. were found to display insulating behavior. The resistivity ver-
sus temperature data is fit from room temperature to 105 K by ρ(T ) = ρ0 + AT ε (dashed
lines). Details regarding the data fitting are presented in Fig. 2.5. In previous reports on
SIO films, the temperature exponent ε and upturn temperature Tmin were considered
as a measure of the film metallicity [62, 66]; here, we obtain ε = 0.9, Tmin = 16.8 K, and
ε = 1.6, Tmin = 63.5 K for the 30 and 4 u.c. films, respectively. Literature reports of Tmin

for film thicknesses between 7 and 35 nm vary from 25 K up to 175 K [59–61, 65, 66]. In
the following, we will show that ε and Tmin are both affected by the progressive laser-
induced modification of the target surface and film degradation in air over time.
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Figure 2.2: Target surface modification and electronic properties. (a) Pulses per u.c. estimated from RHEED
intensity oscillations during the growth of a series of 10 u.c. SIO films. The inset shows the estimation of the
number of pulses/u.c. from the period of the oscillations. (b) Resistivity versus temperature curves of the films
shown in panel (a). The curves are rescaled to their room-temperature resistivity values and offset for clarity.
(c) Parameters extracted from the ρ(T ) curves as a function of the average number of pulses/u.c.
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2.2. LASER-INDUCED TARGET SURFACE MODIFICATION

To study how the growth and the electrical properties are affected by the modification of
the target surface, a series of seven 10 u.c. SIO films were deposited consecutively. The
target was pre-ablated in deposition conditions with an increasing number of pulses
between depositions to mimic the extended use of the target. Figure 2.2a shows the
number of pulses per u.c. extracted from the period of the RHEED oscillations as in-
dicated in the inset. The entire set of oscillations is shown in Fig. 2.6a. After 50,000
pulses incident on the rotating target, the number of pulses per u.c. increases from 29
to 171. The reduction of the deposition rate can visually be recognized as an increased
reflectance of the target surface and a progressive decrease of the plume size. Such a
decrease in deposition rate has previously been reported for SIO and YBa2Cu3O7-x thin
films and was related to stoichiometric and morphological changes of the target sur-
face [58, 70]. We observe a similar change of target surface morphology by the formation
of conical structures which align along the incoming laser direction, of which scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) images are shown in Fig. 2.6b. This modification of the tar-
get surface was observed not only for 1 J/cm2, but for different fluences ranging from
0.4 to 2.0 J/cm2. These conical structures were previously shown to be Ir-rich, indicating
that the change in surface morphology is related to an Ir-enrichment of the target sur-
face [58]. To corroborate this, we performed energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX)
spectroscopy measurements on the target, finding a decrease of the Sr/Ir ratio of about
5% after 240 pulses incident on the same site (see Fig. 2.7).

The resistivity versus temperature characteristics of the seven 10 u.c. films are pre-
sented in Fig. 2.2b. The curves are normalized to their room temperature resistivity val-
ues and offset for clarity. Despite the significant decrease of the deposition rate, the resis-
tivity and overall transport behavior of the thin films are comparable. The data is fit down
to 105 K (dashed lines) to extract the temperature exponent ε. As shown in Fig. 2.2c, both
ε and Tmin vary slightly and show a non-monotonic dependence on the deposition rate,
displaying a minimum at approximately 100 pulses/u.c. We attribute this to an evolution
of the film stoichiometry originating from the interplay between the target surface modi-
fication and the preferential scattering of lighter species. As previously reported and sug-
gested by our EDX measurements, the laser ablation causes a progressive Ir-enrichment
of the initially stoichiometric target surface, resulting in a crossover from a Sr- to Ir-rich
plasma plume as the number of pulses increases. The high background pressure can par-
tially compensate for the incongruent ablation by preferential scattering of the lighter Sr
atoms, as has previously been observed for the PLD growth of homoepitaxial STO [71]. In
this picture, the minima in Fig. 2.2c are indicative of a film with near-ideal stoichiometry,
and the increase of ε and Tmin on either side of the minima demonstrates that a slight
imbalance in the Sr/Ir ratio can directly affect the electrical properties of SIO thin films.
Films with optimum electrical properties can be obtained reproducibly by grinding the
target surface prior to deposition and performing an in-situ pre-ablation in the growth
conditions with a fixed number of pulses. Microscopically, cation off-stoichiometry of-
ten results in an expansion of the c-axis arising from clustering of Sr vacancies or the
inclusion of IrO2 planes (on the Ir-rich side), or from the inclusion of SrO planes (on the
Sr-rich side) [72]. XRD or TEM studies could shed light on how such defects or stacking
faults influence the transport properties of thin films.
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2.3. FILM DEGRADATION IN AMBIENT CONDITIONS
We further found that bare SIO films are subject to degradation in ambient conditions.
Over time, films suffer from a loss of conductivity and shift towards insulating behav-
ior. We monitored the progressive degradation of the transport properties by measuring
resistivity versus temperature characteristics of a bare 10 u.c. SIO film over the course
of 40 days. In the time between measurements, the film was stored in ambient condi-
tions. Figure 2.3a shows the ρ(T ) characteristics measured at different times (red lines)
from which we extracted the time evolution of ε and Tmin. The change from metallic
to insulating behavior is reflected by an increase of the temperature exponent ε and of
∆Tmin, defined as Tmin(t )−Tmin(t = 0) (Fig. 2.3a, inset). After 40 days, the metallicity
is completely lost: the resistivity monotonically increases with decreasing temperature,
and the curve can no longer be fit to the power law behavior to extract the temperature
exponent. We note how different ρ(T ) characteristics and values of ε and Tmin resemble
the scatter of data reported in literature so far; it is thus possible that film degradation is
one of the origins of their large variability.
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Figure 2.3: Degradation of SIO films. (a) ρ(T ) curves of two 10 u.c. SIO films, with (blue line) and without
(red line) STO cap layer. The curves were measured for both samples simultaneously over a period of 40 days.
The resistivity values are rescaled to the room-temperature resistivity of the measurement on day 0. The inset
shows the variation of ε and the upturn temperature∆Tmin as a function of time. (b) ρ(T ) curves of 14 u.c. films
with and without STO cap layers before (solid lines) and after (dashed lines) lithographic processing. Inset:
optical image of a capped SIO film patterned into a Hall bar by Ar dry etching.

A more abrupt change of the transport properties was observed when standard litho-
graphic processing was performed (as described in Methods). Figure 2.3b shows rescaled
ρ(T ) curves of a bare SIO film (red lines), where the metallic behavior is completely lost
after processing. The inability to pattern samples poses a serious roadblock to quantita-
tive magnetotransport characterization of thin films, for which devices such as Hall bars
are required. We prevented the degradation of SIO films by the in-situ deposition of a
crystalline STO cap layer with a thickness of 15 unit cells. The addition of this cap layer
preserves the electrical properties over time and enables lithographic processing. Fig-
ures 2.3a and 2.3b show the striking difference for the capped film (blue lines), where the
ρ(T ) characteristics remain unchanged and ε and Tmin are approximately constant. It is
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possible that chemical decomposition occurs when bare films are stored in air or when
lithography is performed, however no further studies have been performed on this issue.

We also found that encapsulation with amorphous STO yields stable films with no
significant differences in their transport behavior, indicating that the choice of cap layer
is not limited to crystalline STO (see Fig. 2.8). This flexibility is particularly interesting
considering that a crystalline STO cap layer imposes structural constraints to the film
and restores a broken inversion symmetry, which could potentially affect its electrical
properties. We did not observe significant differences in their ρ(T ) behavior, yet more
detailed measurements are required to understand whether the electronic structure of
the SIO films is affected by the presence of a crystalline STO cap layer.

2.4. CONCLUSIONS
We demonstrated the growth of high-quality epitaxial SIO thin films on STO substrates
by PLD. Despite the continuous decrease of the growth rate due to the laser-induced
modification of the target surface, the transport behavior of films deposited in different
pre-ablation conditions was found to be comparable. The temperature exponent ε and
the upturn temperature of the films varied slightly, showing a non-monotonic depen-
dence on the growth rate which we attributed to a crossover from Sr- to Ir-rich films. We
further demonstrated how thin films suffer from degradation of their electrical proper-
ties in ambient conditions and after lithographic processing. The addition of an STO cap
layer deposited in-situ resulted in stable electrical properties over time and enabled us
to measure metallic transport behavior in patterned films with thicknesses down to 4
unit cells. The sensitivity of the electrical properties of SIO thin films to slight deviations
in stoichiometry and exposure to ambient conditions underlines the particular care that
is required in their growth, characterization and processing.

2.5. METHODS

FILM GROWTH
SIO and STO films were deposited on commercially available TiO2-terminated (001)STO
substrates (CrysTec GmbH) by PLD using a KrF excimer laser (Coherent COMPexPro 205,
KrF 248 nm). An energy density of 1 J/cm2 and a repetition rate of 1 Hz were used. The
laser spot size was 2.5 mm2, corresponding to a dose of 25 mJ/pulse. The target was
rotated during ablation such that the total ablated area forms a ring of 70 mm2. The in-
cident angle of the laser on the target surface was 45◦ and the target-substrate distance
was set to 55 mm. The depositions were performed in an oxygen pressure of 0.1 mbar
and with a substrate temperature of 700◦C as measured with an optical pyrometer. The
growth conditions used in this work are comparable to those adopted most commonly
in literature [59–61, 65]. The relatively high oxygen pressure is required due to the no-
ble metal character of Ir, and causes the plume front to reach a stationary state after
approximately 25 mm [63, 64]. The diffusive propagation of the ablated species beyond
this distance strongly reduces the deposition rate and can affect the film stoichiome-
try by preferential scattering of lighter elements with the background gas [71]. In this
regime, the kinetic energy of the species is of the order of the thermal energy, which
is lower than the activation energy for surface diffusion of adatoms and can affect the
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growth mode [73]. The growth was monitored by in-situ RHEED. After the growth, the
samples were annealed in an oxygen pressure of 300 mbar for 1 hour and cooled down
to room temperature in approximately 2 hours to compensate for possible oxygen defi-
ciency. Single-crystal STO and ceramic SIO targets were used. The SIO target was sin-
tered in a sealed container at 950◦C for 12 hours, followed by 24 hours at 1050◦C. Before
use, the target surface was ground with fine grit sandpaper.

FABRICATION & CHARACTERIZATION
XRD data was acquired using a PANalytical X-PertPRO MRD equipped with a monochro-
mator. Resistivity measurements on the samples shown in Fig. 2.1c were performed in
a Hall bar geometry fabricated by Ar dry etching and e-beam evaporation of metal con-
tacts, while the measurements shown in Fig. 2.2b and Fig. 2.3 were performed in a van
der Pauw configuration. Electrical contact was established by ultrasonic wire bonding
with AlSi bonding wire. The resistivity measurements were performed in a flow cryo-
stat with a base temperature of 1.5 K. The lithographic processing relied on the use of
polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) resists and standard chemicals such as acetone and
isopropyl alcohol.

2.6. SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

2.6.1. ADDITIONAL X-RAY DIFFRACTION MEASUREMENTS
Figure 2.4a shows an XRD scan of an STO-capped 30 u.c. SIO film, where the (001) to
(004) Bragg reflections (pseudocubic notation) of the film can be identified. The finite
size oscillations evidence long-range crystalline order. No additional peaks from sec-
ondary phases are present.
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Figure 2.4: XRD characterization of an STO-capped 30 u.c. SIO film. (a) θ-2θ scan confirming the films are
single-phase SIO. (b) Reciprocal space map showing the STO(103) and SIO(103) reflections (pseudocubic no-
tation).

Figure 2.4b shows a reciprocal space map around the STO(103) and SIO(103) reflec-
tions (pseudocubic notation), showing that the SIO film is coherently strained on the
STO substrate.
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2.6.2. MODELING OF RESISTIVITY–TEMPERATURE DATA
Figure 2.5 shows the results from the fitting of the resistivity versus temperature data
shown in Fig. 2.1c. The data was fit to ρ = ρ0 + AT ε. To verify the reliability of the fit, dif-
ferent temperature ranges were selected. The data was fit from room temperature down
to T fit

min, where T fit
min ranges from 85 K to 170 K. The change of slope at 105 K is clearly

visible in the fitting parameters. To not include the difference in behavior below 105 K,
the ρ(T ) data in Figs. 2.1 to 2.3 was fit from room temperature to 105 K. The coherent be-
havior above this temperature is shown by the saturation of the fitting parameters when
approaching 105 K.
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Figure 2.5: Fitting parameters as a function of T fit
min.

2.6.3. GROWTH RATE AND TARGET SURFACE MORPHOLOGY
To study the influence of the laser-induced surface modification of the target on the
growth rate, the target was pre-ablated in deposition conditions with an increasing num-
ber of pulses between depositions. Figure 2.6a shows the RHEED intensity oscillations
during the growth of the SIO films presented in Fig. 2.2. The numbers next to the curves
correspond to the total number of pulses the target has received prior to the deposition
of the thin film. As the total dose the target has received increases, the number of pulses
required to grow a single unit cell increases. Figure 2.6b shows SEM images of the target
surface before (left) and after (right) laser ablation. In the panel on the right, the target
surface has received 240 pulses/site with an energy density of 1 J/cm2. We observe cone-
like structures that are aligned to the incoming laser direction (yellow arrow) to which
we attribute the decrease of the deposition rate.

EDX spectroscopy was used to measure the change of stoichiometry of the SIO target
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Figure 2.6: Gradual change of the growth rate and target surface morphology. (a) RHEED intensity oscil-
lations of the seven 10 u.c. SIO films shown in Fig. 2.2. The number refers to the total number of pulses the
target has received prior to the corresponding deposition. (b) SEM images of the surface after 240 pulses/site
at 1 J/cm2 (top) and the bare target surface (bottom). The arrow indicates the incoming laser direction. The
scale bar is equal for both images.

surface. Figure 2.7 shows the ratio of the atomic weight percentages of Sr and Ir as a
function of the total dose that the target has received. A trend of Ir-enrichment was
observed for increasing number of pulses (120 and 300 pulses for 2 J/cm2). For a fluence
of 1 J/cm2, we measured a decrease of the Sr/Ir ratio of about 5% after 240 pulses incident
on the same site.
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Figure 2.7: Progressive Ir-enrichment of the SIO target surface. Sr/Ir ratio as a function of the total dose that
the target surface has received.
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2.6.4. PRESERVATION OF THE FILM PROPERTIES BY STO ENCAPSULATION
Figure 2.8 shows resistivity versus temperature characteristics of three 6 u.c. SIO films
without cap layer (red line), with an amorphous STO (a-STO) cap layer (black line), and
with a crystalline STO (c-STO) cap layer (blue line). All films were exposed to air only
during the time required for the preparation of the sample for transport measurements
(approximately one hour) and the measurements were performed in van der Pauw con-
figuration.
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Figure 2.8: Encapsulation with amorphous STO. ρ(T ) measurements of 6 u.c. SIO films without cap layer (red
line), with an amorphous STO cap layer (a-STO, black line), and with a crystalline STO cap layer (c-STO, blue
line).

Both the films with the amorphous and crystalline STO cap layer display metallic be-
havior with a resistivity upturn around 23 K. The structural constraints imposed by the
crystalline STO cap layer do not appear to significantly affect the ρ(T ) behavior. How-
ever, the 6 u.c. film without STO cap layer is clearly more insulating than the encapsu-
lated films, showing an upturn of the resistivity at approximately 83 K. This confirms
that a cap layer is required to prevent film degradation and measure the intrinsic electri-
cal properties of ultrathin films.
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TRANSPORT IN SIO/STO
HETEROSTRUCTURES

Why is this thus? What is the reason of this thusness?

Artemus Ward

SIO hosts parabolic bands of heavy holes and light electrons in gapped Dirac cones due
to the interplay between electron–electron interactions and spin–orbit coupling. The par-
tial occupation of multiple bands results in properties that are seemingly in contrast with
one another, complicating the extraction of their transport coefficients. In this chapter, we
present a multifold approach relying on different experimental techniques and theoreti-
cal calculations to disentangle its complex electronic properties. By combining magneto-
transport and thermoelectric measurements in a field-effect geometry with first-principles
calculations, we quantitatively determine the transport coefficients of the different con-
duction channels. Despite their different dispersion relationships, electrons and holes are
found to have strikingly similar transport coefficients, yielding a hole-like response under
field-effect and thermoelectric measurements and a linear electron-like Hall effect up to
33 T.

Parts of this chapter have been published in Physical Review B 97, 081105(R) (2018) by N. Manca, D. J.
Groenendijk, I. Pallecchi, C. Autieri, L. M. K. Tang, F. Telesio, G. Mattoni, A. McCollam, S. Picozzi, and A. D.
Caviglia [74].

Thermoelectric measurements were performed by I. Pallecchi and F. Telesio. L. M. K. Tang and A. Mc-
Collam assisted with the high-field measurements at the High Field Magnet Laboratory in Nijmegen.
Theoretical results were obtained by C. Autieri and S. Picozzi.
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O
XIDE heterostructures have been intensely studied in recent years as a versatile
platform for controlling electronic properties of materials [1]. Charge transfer,
strain engineering and polar instabilities are part of the toolbox available at ox-

ide interfaces for controlling phases of matter, such as 2D superconductors and various
magnetic ground states. Although the manipulation of broken symmetries is a well-
developed topic in the field, experimental control of topological phases at oxide inter-
faces has so far been elusive. Symmetry-protected boundary states in oxide heterostruc-
tures have been considered theoretically as a promising route to realize novel topologi-
cal materials. Much attention has been focused on SIO and its heterostructures as candi-
dates for correlated topological insulators [75, 76], topological semimetals [77, 78], topo-
logical Hall effect [60] and unconventional superconductors [79–81]. In its bulk form this
material exhibits a nodal line at the U point and characteristic transport signatures of
Dirac electrons, such as large and linear magnetoresistances [25, 26, 82]. However, when
synthesised as an epitaxial thin film, SIO shows transport characteristics that are incon-
sistent with this picture and not yet understood, including a linear and strongly reduced
magnetoresistance [61, 62]. ARPES measurements show that the degeneracy at the Dirac
points is lifted, leading to a Fermi surface with pockets of light electrons together with
heavy holes [23, 24]. XRD studies have correlated this modification of the electronic
structure to an epitaxially stabilised lattice distortion that breaks the orthorhombic bulk
symmetry [28, 83]. An understanding of the charge and transport properties of this cor-
related semimetal is a fundamental step for the realization of topological phases in oxide
heterostructures and is developed here.

In this chapter, we report on an extensive characterization of the transport properties
of SIO/STO heterostructures by combined field-effect, magnetotransport and thermo-
electric measurements. Numerical analysis, supported by first principles calculations,
accounts for the coexistence of an electron-like Hall effect and a hole-like electrical con-
ductivity and thermopower. The emerging picture of a compensated semimetallic state
harmonizes transport and spectroscopic data.

3.1. BACK-GATE MODULATION OF MAGNETOTRANSPORT
We first investigate how the resistance of SIO films is modified by the application of a
back-gate voltage (VBG), which can modulate the carrier density through field-effect.
This technique is often used in low-density 2D systems and semiconductors to tune the
carrier density and consequently the resistance. Figure 3.1a shows R(T ) characteristics
of SIO films with thicknesses ranging from 3 to 6 u.c. (solid lines). As recently reported, a
metal–insulator transition occurs between 4 and 3 u.c., and bulk-like electrical resistivity
is reached above 6 unit cells [84, 85]. The dashed R(T ) curves in Fig. 3.1a show that the
resistance is significantly reduced by the application of VBG = −180 V, indicative of the
low carrier density of this system. The field-effect efficiency decreases with increasing
thickness, and above 6 u.c. the R(T ) curves measured with VBG = 0 V and VBG = −180 V
are indistinguishable. The manner in which the electric field affects the R(T ) charac-
teristics provides a first hint of the carrier type of the system: a negative VBG lowers the
resistance, as expected from a conductor with hole-like carriers. Figure 3.1b shows the
relative variation of R for films of different thicknesses as VBG is varied at 1.5 K. A hole-
like response is observed for all film thicknesses, irrespective of the semiconducting or
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Figure 3.1: Transport characterization of SIO thin films. (a) R(T ) of SIO films of different thicknesses mea-
sured at VBG = 0 V (the solid lines) and VBG = −180 V (dashed lines). (b) Relative variation of R as a function
of VBG measured at 1.6 K. (c) Hall resistance of a 6 u.c. SIO film for different values of VBG at 1.5 K. (d) Carrier
density (circles) and conductivity σ0 (squares) as a function of VBG in a single band model.

metallic behavior [84]. The back-gate is able to induce a larger resistance change for
lower SIO thicknesses due to reduced screening, and for the 3 u.c. film we can even in-
duce a fully insulating state (Fig. 3.1b). A small response is observed for the 14 u.c. film,
which shows a variation of the order of a few percent. We note that the response to the
back-gate is mediated by the dielectric constant of the STO substrate (εSTO

r ). Its non-
linear temperature and electric field dependence can account for the non-monotonic
behavior of the R(T ) curves with applied VBG (see Fig. 3.1a) and for the reduced field-
effect efficiency at high voltages (see Fig. 3.1b) [86, 87]. In Fig. 3.5 we provide further
evidence of a hole-dominated electrical conductivity by modulating the concentration
of oxygen vacancies.

Previous reports have shown that the Hall effect of SIO is negative and linear [61],
which is seemingly at odds with the hole-like field-effect response. We investigate this
further by measuring the 6 u.c. film, as its small thickness permits strong tunability by
field-effect while it is sufficiently conductive and homogeneous for precise measure-
ments at low temperatures. The Hall effect measured at 1.6 K for three different values
of VBG is presented in Fig. 3.1c. It is linear and negative up to 33 T, as would be observed
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in a system dominated by a single band of electrons. However, the field-effect response
of the Hall signal (ρH) and conductivity at zero magnetic field (σ0) show that this simple
picture is inadequate (see Fig. 3.1d). Despite its negative slope, the Hall signal responds
to the back-gate as if electrical transport is dominated by hole-like carriers. Further-
more, the carrier density calculated in a single band picture (1/eρH ≈ 1028 m−3) would
render the back-gate ineffective due to large screening. The discrepancy between Hall
and field-effect data is therefore a clear indication of the multiband character of this sys-
tem. In a transport model with an electron- and hole-like channel, the Hall resistivity is
given by

ρH ≡ tRx y

B
= 1

e

nhµ
2
h −neµ

2
e + (nh −ne)(µhµeB)2

σ2
0/e2 + (nh −ne)2(µhµeB)2

, (3.1)

where

σ0 =σh +σe = e(nhµh +neµe), (3.2)

and t is the film thickness, Rx y the Hall resistance, e the elementary charge, B the
magnetic field, n the carrier density, µ the mobility, and e and h indicate electrons and
holes, respectively. Since the measured Hall effect in Fig. 3.1c is linear and negative, we
can approximate Eq. (3.1) with its low-field limit:

ρH = e

σ2
0

(
nhµ

2
h −neµ

2
e

)
. (3.3)

Standard analysis on two-band systems is based on the combined measurement of
σ0 and ρx y , where the presence of inflection points in ρx y (B) provides a powerful con-
straint for the determination of ne,h and µe,h. For SIO, such inflection points are likely
out of the probed range (±33 T), and the parameters can therefore not be determined in
this manner.

3.2. TEMPERATURE-DEPENDENT THERMOELECTRIC RESPONSE
Thermoelectric measurements can provide complementary information to magneto-
transport, allowing us to determine the transport coefficients of the different bands.
For this experiment, we prepared a dedicated series of samples with dimensions of 10×
5 mm2 and thicknesses of 6, 14 and 20 unit cells. Films with thicknesses below 6 u.c. were
not measurable due large contact resistances at low temperatures. We measured the See-
beck coefficient (S) of the three SIO films as a function of thickness, temperature, and
magnetic field (Fig. 3.2a). All films show a nearly constant positive value S ≈ 10–20µV/K
above 150 K and a linear decrease below 70 K. As opposed to bulk SIO [88], the Seebeck
coefficient of SIO thin films does not show multiple sign changes, indicating a drastically
different electronic structure. Another difference is the absence of any B dependence of
the thermoelectric response, indicating that the Seebeck effect is dominated by the dif-
fusive mechanism. The high (> 150 K) and low (< 70 K) temperature regimes are well
described by the Heikes [89] and Mott [90] formulas respectively, which provide a di-
rect relationship between the measured quantities and the material properties. For each
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Figure 3.2: Thermoelectric characterization of SIO thin films. (a) Seebeck coefficient as a function of tem-
perature, thickness, and magnetic field. (b) Heikes and (c) Mott Seebeck coefficients calculated using Eqs. 3.4
and 3.5, respectively. The dashed lines in (a) are linear fits used to calculate the Seebeck coefficients in (b) (red
dashed line) and (c) (black dashed line), corresponding to the high (> 150 K) and low (< 70 K) temperature
regimes, respectively.

electron- or hole-like band, the Heikes (SH) and Mott (SM) Seebeck coefficients are given
by

SH
h/e =±kB

e
log

(
2−nν

nν

)
, (3.4)

SM
h/e =±

(
3

2
−α

)(
2(2π)8

35

)1/3
k2

B

eħ2

m∗

n2/3
T, (3.5)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, ħ is the reduced Planck constant, ν is the unit
cell volume, α is a parameter related to the scattering mechanisms (0 ≤α≤ 1), m∗ is the
effective mass of the carriers and the ± sign corresponds to holes or electrons, respec-
tively. In a multiband model, the total Seebeck coefficient in the diffusive regime can be
expressed as

S = e

σ0
(nhµh|Sh|−neµe|Se|). (3.6)
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This, in combination with Eqs. (3.4) and (3.5) allows us to write the Seebeck coeffi-
cient in the two temperature regimes as

SH = kB

σ0

nhµh log

(
2−nhν

nhν

)
−neµe log

(
2−neν

neν

) , (3.7)

SM = e

σ0
ξ
(
n1/3

h µhm∗
h −n1/3

e µem∗
e

)
T, (3.8)

where ξ is the numerical pre-factor appearing in Eq. (3.5):

ξ=
(

3

2
−α

)(
2(2π)8

35

)1/3
k2

B

eħ2 .

The experimental values for SH and SM/T are presented in Figs. 3.2b and 3.2c as a
function of the film thickness, where SH is the average of S above 150 K and SM/T is de-
termined from a linear fit of S below 70 K. SM/T does not depend on the film thickness,
while SH decreases linearly with thickness. This could be an indication of a modified
balance of electrons and holes when approaching the metal–insulator transition [84].
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Figure 3.3: Calculated electronic band structure of thick SIO. The in-plane parameter was fixed to that of the
STO substrate (a = 3.905 Å) and the out-of-plane lattice parameter was fixed to c = 4.08 Å. A Coulomb repulsion
of U = 0.80 eV was used.

The analysis of the thermoelectric response requires the determination of the free
parameters of Eq. (3.8) (α,m∗

e ,m∗
h) on the basis of theoretical considerations. Here we

use α = 0.5, which is the typical choice when scattering is dominated by impurities or
phonons [91]. To estimate the effective masses of the different bands, we calculate the
electronic structure of SIO in the thick-film limit by means of first principles calcula-
tions. The in-plane lattice parameters were fixed to those of the STO substrate (3.905 Å),
and the out-of-plane lattice parameter was fixed to the experimental value for epitax-
ial SIO (4.08 Å) [49]. Figure 3.3 shows the resulting band structure, where the density of
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states near the Fermi level is dominated by the 5d t2g contribution as in orthorhombic
bulk SIO. We calculate the effective masses of the holes at the maxima of the dispersion
relations close to the Fermi level located at the S and R points and find an average value
of m∗

h = 1.55 me. The band minima occur at the U and T points and along the Y –Γ di-
rections, and the corresponding average effective mass of the electrons is m∗

e = 0.34 me.
These values are in agreement with the effective masses extracted from ARPES measure-
ments on SIO/STO heterostructures [24].

3.3. MODELING OF ELECTRONIC TRANSPORT PARAMETERS
In the following, we evaluate ne,h and µe,h by using a direct sampling algorithm. Equa-
tions (3.2), (3.3), (3.7) and (3.8) are linearly independent and can therefore be combined
to determine ni andµi . For each combination of (ne,µe), the corresponding (nh,µh) pair
is calculated by using the experimental values of σ0 and ρH in Eqs. (3.2) and (3.3). The
resulting (ni ,µi ) set is accepted if the Hall effect (calculated with Eq. (3.1)) and the ther-
moelectric coefficients SH and SM/T (calculated with Eqs. (3.7) and (3.8)) agree with the
experimental data (see Section 3.6.2 for further details).
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Figure 3.4: Transport coefficients of 20 and 6 u.c. SIO films. Seebeck coefficients from the formulas of Heikes
(a) and Mott (b) of acceptable (ni ,µi ) combinations. Only electrons are shown for clarity. (c) Carrier densities
and mobilities for electrons and holes satisfying the experimental constraints.

Table 3.1 shows the experimental values that are used as input parameters, where the
± on the Seebeck coefficients indicates the range of the acceptance condition. Since the
values of ρH andσ0 above show no thickness dependence above 15 u.c. [84], we combine
electrical transport data of a 30 u.c. film with the Seebeck data of a 20 u.c. to perform the

t (u.c.) ρH(nΩ m/T) σ0(S/m) SH(µV/K) SM(nV/K2)

30 −1.27 1.0 ·105 12±1 105±5

6 −0.45 1.5 ·105 16±1 105±5

Table 3.1: Input parameters of the sampling algorithm.
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analysis. The calculated (ni ,µi ) combinations for the 20 and 6 u.c. films are presented in
Figs. 3.4a and 3.4b, and the corresponding transport coefficients are shown in Fig. 3.4c.
Each (ni ,µi ) set is a possible solution satisfying the the experimental constraints, and
multiple sets are accepted because of the tolerances reported in Table 3.1. We find that
the carrier densities and mobilities of the electrons and holes are located in two closely
spaced groups of points on the (n,µ) plane, with the electrons having higher mobility
and lower density than the holes. Table 3.2 reports the centers of these groups together
with the corresponding conductance of each channel.

t ne nh µe µh σe σh

(u.c.) (1026/m3) (1026/m3) (cm2/Vs) (cm2/Vs) (S/m) (S/m)

20 1.6 2.5 18 13.5 4.6 5.4

6 1.8 2.6 27 22 7.8 9.1

Table 3.2: Transport parameters extracted from the sampling algorithm under the experimental constraints.

The ratio between electron and hole carrier densities is approximately 1.7, confirm-
ing the marked multiband character of this system. The results of this analysis are con-
sistent with the experimental observation of a hole-dominated electrical conductivity
(σh > σe), although this constraint was not explicitly introduced into the analysis. This
is in agreement with both back-gate measurements (see Fig. 3.1) and the response to
oxygen vacancies reported in Fig. 3.5. The calculated ne values are two orders of magni-
tude lower than those obtained in a single band picture, showing that the measured Hall
signals are determined by carrier compensation. The carrier density and mobility values
do not depend strongly on temperature, since both ρH and σ0 show small temperature
variations [84] and the Seebeck coefficients at low and high T are in good agreement
with Eqs. (3.4) and (3.5). From the results of Table 3.2 we can calculate the cyclotron
component of the magnetoresistance and compare it with the measured data. In Fig. 3.6
we show that our analysis is compatible with the experimental data in the framework of
the present literature [92–99].

3.4. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we investigated the electronic structure of SIO thin films by means of mul-
tiple transport techniques. The semimetallic nature of SIO manifests itself in a Hall effect
dominated by electrons, and a hole-like electrical conductivity and Seebeck effect. The
combination of magnetotransport and thermoelectric measurements with first-princi-
ples calculations allows us to obtain a set of possible transport coefficients of the charge
carriers. Our results indicate that electrons and holes have similar densities and mo-
bilities, yet the higher conductivity of the hole channel causes it to dominate electrical
transport. This analysis constitutes a comprehensive and robust description of the elec-
tronic structure of SIO, paving the way for future studies on SIO-based heterostructures.
Additionally, this approach can be extended to unravel the electronic structure of other
semimetallic compounds.
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3.5. METHODS
SIO thin films were grown by PLD on TiO2-terminated STO(001) substrates and encapsu-
lated in-situ with STO to prevent degradation during lithographic processing [49]. The
growth conditions and structural properties are discussed in Ref. [49]. Magnetotrans-
port measurements were acquired in a four-probe configuration in a flow cryostat with a
base temperature of 1.5 K. Thermoelectric measurements were performed in a physical
properties measurement system (PPMS) from Quantum Design equipped with thermal
transport option in the continuous scanning mode with a 0.4 K/min cooling rate. First-
principles density functional theory (DFT) calculations were performed within the gen-
eralized gradient approximation (GGA) by using the plane wave VASP [100] package and
the PBEsol for the exchange-correlation functional [101] with SOC. The Hubbard U ef-
fects on the Ir sites were included within the GGA+U [102] approach using the rotational
invariant scheme [103]. For U larger than 1 eV, the bulk phase is magnetic. To address
non-magnetic Ir compounds [104], we used U = 0.80 eV and JH = 0.15U . The core and
valence electrons were treated with the projector augmented wave method [105] and a
cutoff of 400 eV for the plane wave basis was used. An 8×8×6 k-point Monkhorst-Pack
grid [106] was used for the calculation of the bulk phase.

3.6. SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

3.6.1. INFLUENCE OF OXYGEN VACANCIES ON THE RESISTANCE

Oxygen vacancies (VO) are a ubiquitous doping mechanism for oxide materials and can
often be reversibly induced by controlling the oxygen partial pressure and sample tem-
perature. VO act as electron donors, resulting in a higher or lower conductivity depend-
ing on whether electrons or holes dominate electrical transport. In order to verify that
the electrical conductivity is dominated by holes, we study the influence of VO on the
resistance of an SIO thin film (Fig. 3.5). A film thickness of 3 u.c. was chosen to enhance
the gas exchange owing to the high surface–volume ratio. Oxygen vacancies were created
by increasing the sample temperature in a low-pressure environment. We measured the
resistance in a four-probe geometry in a temperature- and pressure-controlled sample
holder. The resistance was monitored as a function of temperature and oxygen partial
pressure following the sequence illustrated in Fig. 3.5a, where the green curve was mea-
sured in 10−3 mbar and the yellow curve in 1000 mbar. The labels t1, . . . , t5 relate the evo-
lution of the resistance in Fig. 3.5b with the sequence of T ramps illustrated in Fig. 3.5a.
The ramp speed was 0.1 K/s. All the curves show semiconducting behavior, as expected
for this film thickness. The absolute resistance value is affected by the oxygen pressure:
at 10−3 mbar (t2) the resistance increases, while at 1000 mbar (t4) it decreases. This is
a signature of hole-dominated transport, which is in-line with the back-gate measure-
ments in Fig. 3.1.

We note that the results of the back-gate measurements and VO doping experiments
could also be interpreted as originating from a change in the carrier scattering times. In
this scenario, the variation ofσ0 with VBG could be related to the movement of the charge
carriers towards defects at the SIO/STO interface, and the variations with VO could be re-
lated to an increased concentration of defects. However, our interpretation of a change
in carrier density as the source of the variations in R is fully consistent with the results
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of our magnetotransport/Seebeck analysis, which show that the electrical conductivity
is dominated by holes. Furthermore, although both the capping layer and the substrate
of STO could be affected by the formation of VO, the observed response is not compat-
ible with the doping of STO by oxygen vacancies, which would result in an increased
conductivity.

3.6.2. SAMPLING ALGORITHM
The mapping is performed using logarithmic sampling on a grid of 1000×1000 points.
The initial boundaries are ne ∈ [1020,1029]m−3 and µe ∈ [10−1,103]cm2/Vs. These ranges
are then narrowed down around the valid combinations (see below) in order to increase
the sampling resolution. The (ni , µi ) combinations compatible with the experimental
data are calculated as follows:

1. Several (ne , µe ) are taken in the probed domain and then the corresponding (nh ,
µh) are calculated by

nh = (σ0/e −neµe )2

(ρHσ
2
0/e +neµ

2
e )

, µh = (ρHσ
2
0/e +neµ

2
e )

(σ0/e −neµe )
,

where ρH and σ0 are the experimental values. If the calculated nh or µh are nega-
tive, the initial (ne , µe ) is discarded.
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2. The Hall effect is calculated with its full expression and the low-field linear approx-
imation:

ρfull
H = 1

e

nhµ
2
h −neµ

2
e + (nh −ne)(µhµeB)2

σ2
0/e2 + (nh −ne)2(µhµeB)2

, ρlin
H = e

σ2
0

(
nhµ

2
h −neµ

2
e

)
.

The (ni , µi ) set is accepted only if the difference between ρfull
H and ρlin

H on the ±33 T
range is less than 5%, consistent with our experimental error in the measured mag-
netic field range. This condition is evaluated by checking every 2 T that the differ-
ence between ρfull

H and ρlin
H does not exceed 5%.

3. The expected Seebeck coefficients corresponding to the (ne , µe ) set are calculated
using both the Mott and Heikes formulas and compared with the experimental
values. If the results are within the acceptance ranges indicated in Table 3.1, the
(ni , µi ) set is accepted.

3.6.3. MAGNETORESISTANCE ANALYSIS
With the carrier density and mobility values we can calculate the cyclotron component
of the MR, which for a multiband system is given by:

MR = 1

e

nhµh +neµe + (nhµe +neµh)(µeµhB)2

σ2
0/e2 + (nh −ne)2(µhµeB)2

. (3.9)

The calculated MR for the (ni ,µi ) sets of Fig. 3.4 is shown in Fig. 3.6a. In order to com-
pare this to the experimental data, we consider the measured MR of a 30 u.c. film, which
has only a small contribution from quantum corrections due to its large thickness [84].
The magnitude of the calculated cyclotron component is small compared to the exper-
imental MR measured at low T (Figs. 3.6b and 3.6c), which show a linear dependence
on B . A better agreement between the calculated and experimental curves is found at
temperatures between 20 K and 120 K, where the field-dependence is parabolic. At lower
temperature, the cyclotron component becomes smaller than other sources of magne-
toresistance. This interpretation is supported by the fact that, as discussed in the main
text, the experimental parameters determining the transport coefficients are weakly de-
pendent on temperature. Hence, as a consequence of Eq. (3.9), the cyclotron component
of the MR is not expect to vary substantially as a function of temperature.

We now discuss possible origins of the linear MR of epitaxial SIO. Linear and non-
saturating high-field MR has been observed in several semimetallic compounds and in
bulk SIO [82], and can be attributed to different mechanisms. Although it can originate
from Dirac cones in the band structure [82, 92, 96, 97], here this is unlikely because in
SIO/STO the Dirac cones are gapped [24]. Other possible sources of linear MR are ferro-
magnetic order [95] and spatial inhomogeneities in the transport parameters [93, 94, 98].
Linear MR is also present in finite-size samples of nearly compensated semimetals due
to the interplay between bulk and edge electron–hole recombination [99]. Considering
previous reports of diverging magnetic susceptibility at low temperatures, the possible
presence of point defects and the semimetallic nature of SIO thin films, several concur-
rent mechanisms are thus possible. Regardless of the specific source of the linear MR,
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all contributions get weaker with increasing temperature, making the cyclotron compo-
nent more visible. This is in agreement with Fig. 3.6b, where above 20 K the measured
MR assumes values close to the simulated semiclassical response of Fig. 3.6a.
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SPIN–ORBIT SEMIMETAL SIO IN

THE TWO-DIMENSIONAL LIMIT

Sometimes science is more art than science.
A lot of people don’t get that.

Rick, Rick & Morty

The optimization procedures described in Chapter 2 enabled us to establish that SIO films
retain their semimetallic behavior down to a thickness of 4 unit cells. In this chapter,
we investigate the electronic properties of ultrathin SIO across the thickness-dependent
metal–insulator transition. Low-temperature magnetoconductance measurements show
that spin fluctuations in the semimetallic state are significantly enhanced while approach-
ing the transition point. The electronic properties are further studied by scanning tunnel-
ing spectroscopy, showing that 4 u.c. SIO is on the verge of a gap opening. Our DFT cal-
culations reproduce the critical thickness of the transition and show that the opening of a
gap in ultrathin SIO requires antiferromagnetic order.

Parts of this chapter have been published in Physical Review Letters 119, 256403 (2017) by D. J. Groenendijk, C.
Autieri, J. Girovsky, M. Carmen Martinez-Velarte, N. Manca, G. Mattoni, A. M. R. V. L. Monteiro, N. Gauquelin,
J. Verbeeck, A. F. Otte, M. Gabay, S. Picozzi, and A. D. Caviglia [84].

STM measurements were performed by J. Girovsky, M. Carmen Martinez-Velarte, and A. F. Otte. N. Gauquelin
and J. Verbeeck performed the HAADF-STEM measurements. Theoretical results were obtained by C. Autieri,
M. Gabay, and S. Picozzi.
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T
HROUGH interface and strain engineering it is possible to tailor the delicate bal-
ance between competing energy scales and control the ground state of complex
oxides [1, 107]. In the 2D limit, the coordination of constituent ions at the inter-

faces is reduced, typically yielding a decrease of the electronic bandwidth W . At a critical
thickness depending on the relative magnitude of W and the Coulomb repulsion U , an
metal–instulator transition can occur [108]. This approach has been applied to study
the dimensionality-driven MIT in 3d transition metal oxides such as SrVO3 and LaNiO3,
where a transition from a bulk-like correlated metallic phase to a Mott or static ordered
insulating phase occurs in the 2D limit [107, 109–111].

In this chapter, we consider the 5d oxide SIO which, in the three-dimensional limit,
is a narrow-band semimetal bordering a Mott transition due to a combination of strong
SOC and electronic correlations [23]. We find that an MIT occurs at a film thickness
of 4 unit cells and study the evolution of the electronic structure across the transition
by (magneto)transport and scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS). The paramagnetic
susceptibility is strongly enhanced while approaching the transition point, which is in-
dicative of the opening of a Mott gap and the concomitant enhancement of magnetic
order [112]. Our first-principles DFT calculations reproduce the critical thickness of the
transition and show that the insulating state in the 2D limit is antiferromagnetically or-
dered. Our study highlights ultrathin SIO as a novel platform for engineering the inter-
play of magnetism and SOC at oxide interfaces.

SIO (n =∞) is the only (semi)metallic member of the RP series of strontium iridates
Srn +1IrnO3n +1. On the other end of the series, 2D Sr2IrO4 (n = 1) is a Mott insulator
with canted antiferromagnetic order. Despite the extended 5d orbitals, narrow, half-
filled Jeff = 1/2 bands emerge due to the strong SOC (∼ 0.4 eV) and even a relatively small
U ∼ 0.5 eV is sufficient to induce a spin–orbit Mott ground state [18, 50]. In SIO, the
effective electronic correlations are smaller due to the three-dimensional corner-sharing
octahedral network [20], but the strong SOC causes a significant reduction of the density
of states (DOS) at the Fermi level. Together with octahedral rotations that reduce the
crystal symmetry, this places the material at the border of a Mott transition and gives
rise to an exotic semimetallic state [23, 88].

To study changes in electronic structure between the two end members of the RP se-
ries, previous studies have focused on varying the number of SIO layers in [(SIO)m ,STO]
superlattices [60, 113–116]. While these superlattices closely resemble the RP series, they
are distinctly different from SIO thin films since they are affected by interlayer coupling.
In particular, the superlattices are affected by additional hopping channels and mag-
netic coupling between SIO layers, which gives rise to a reduction of electronic correla-
tions and the appearance of a net in-plane ferromagnetic moment [60, 114]. This was
recently underlined by Hao et al. by demonstrating that the interlayer coupling can be
tuned through the number of STO unit cells [115]. By studying single ultrathin SIO lay-
ers of different thickness, we directly address the effect of dimensionality and access the
intrinsic properties of 2D SIO, which forms the building block for spin–orbit coupled
superlattices and heterostructures.
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4.1. CRITICAL THICKNESS OF THE MI TRANSITION
Figure 4.1a shows an optical image of a Hall bar used for transport measurements. A
HAADF-STEM image of a 10 u.c. SIO film is shown in Fig. 4.1b, where atomically sharp
interfaces with the substrate and the cap layer are visible. The sheet resistance R ver-
sus temperature T of SIO films with thicknesses t from 30 to 2 unit cells is shown in
Fig. 4.1c. As the film thickness is reduced, R continuously increases and two different
regimes can be identified. For t ≥ 4 u.c., the resistance values are below 25 kΩ and the
films show metallic behavior. Thinner films (t ≤ 3 u.c.) have a resistance above 25 kΩ and
display insulating behavior. Hence, it is apparent that SIO films undergo a semimetal–
insulator transition between 4 and 3 u.c., occurring when the sheet resistance crosses
h/e2 = 25 kΩ. This is in good agreement with photoemission measurements, which
show the disappearance of the Fermi cutoff below 4 u.c. and the opening of a charge
gap [85]. In two dimensions, the resistance value h/e2 corresponds to the limit kFle ∼ 1,
where kF is the Fermi wavevector and le is the mean free path, marking the transition
from weak to strong localization [117].
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Figure 4.1: Thickness-dependent MIT. (a) Optical image of a Hall bar used for transport measurements. (b)
HAADF-STEM image of a STO/10 u.c. SIO/STO heterostructure. (c) R(T ) and (d) ρ(T ) curves for films of differ-
ent thicknesses. The inset shows the temperature of the resistance minimum (Tmin) as a function of thickness.
The dashed line is a guide to the eye.

In the (semi)metallic regime, the films show bad metallic behavior in the high tem-
perature range, consistent with previous reports [49, 61, 62]. The resistance first de-
creases linearly with temperature until Tmin, below which an upturn occurs. In addi-
tion, the residual resistance ratio defined as R(300 K)/R(Tmin) is rather low for all thick-
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nesses (∼ 1.2). Such anomalous metallic behavior is often observed in materials that are
bordering a Mott transition. Upon decreasing the film thickness, Tmin increases from
10 K (30 u.c.) to 60 K (4 u.c.) (Fig. 4.1c, inset). In the semimetallic regime, the resis-
tivity ρ curves collapse (Fig. 4.1d) and display similar behavior apart from the increas-
ingly strong upturn at low temperature. Interestingly, the resistance upturn is accompa-
nied by an increase of the Hall coefficient RH (not shown here), which is likely related to
the semimetallic electronic structure as underscored by ARPES measurements [23, 24].
Since the top energy of several hole bands was measured to lie just below the Fermi level,
these bands will be progressively depopulated with decreasing temperature, increasing
RH and the resistance.

Transport in ultrathin films occurs in a strongly localized regime with a sheet re-
sistance well in excess of h/e2. For the 3 u.c. film, the conductivity σ can be well de-
scribed by a variable range hopping (VRH) type of conduction (see Section 4.7.3). In
this case, electrons hop between localized states and the conductance is given by σ =
C exp

[−(T0/T )α
]
, where T0 depends on the density of localized states and the spread

of their wave functions [118]. VRH conductivity can be of either Mott or Efros-Shklovskii
type, which for a 2D system translates into exponentsα= 1/3 and 1/2, respectively [119].
The fit to the data yields an exponent α= 0.57, which is in good agreement with the lat-
ter, suggesting the existence of a Coulomb gap. On the other hand, the 2 u.c. film follows

Arrhenius-type behavior where R ∝ exp
(
Eg/2kBT

)
, which yields an energy gap Eg of ap-

proximately 95 meV.

4.2. MAGNETOCONDUCTANCE NEAR THE TRANSITION POINT

To probe changes in the electronic structure and spin relaxation while approaching the
transition point, we perform magnetotransport measurements. Figure 4.2a shows the
out-of-plane magnetoconductance∆σ in units of e2/πh measured at 1.5 K for film thick-
nesses from 30 to 4 unit cells. In the limit of large thickness, the magnetoconductance is
negative and quadratic and displays a cusp around B = 0 T as reported in other works [61,
62]. However, a crossover from negative to positive values occurs as we approach the
MIT. We attribute this behavior to weak (anti)localization, the interference of quantum
coherent electronic waves undergoing diffusive motion (in the presence of SOC). To in-
vestigate this scenario, we fit the curves with the Maekawa–Fukuyama formula (red lines
in Fig. 4.2b) in a diffusive regime that describes the change in the conductivity with mag-
netic field with negligible Zeeman splitting [120], where the extracted parameters Bϕ and
Bso are the effective fields related to the inelastic and spin–orbit relaxation lengths, re-
spectively.

Since all the films have similar resistivity values, we fix Be to 1.2 T, corresponding to
an elastic length of approximately 11.7 nm and a carrier density in the order of 1019 cm−3.
This value yields the best fits over the entire thickness range (see Fig. 4.9) and is consis-
tent with a Drude contribution. For the 30, 15, and 6 u.c. films, a B 2 component was
fitted at high fields and subtracted to account for the classical orbital magnetoconduc-
tance. The scattering lengths li are related to the effective fields by Bi =ħ/4el 2

i , and their
fitted values are shown in Fig. 4.2c. The extracted lengths show a crossover from lϕ > lso

for the thicker samples (30, 15 u.c.) to lϕ < lso for the thinner ones (6, 5, 4 u.c.), cap-
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Figure 4.2: Magnetotransport near the MIT. (a) Magnetoconductance∆σ=σ(B)−σ(0) in units of e2/πh mea-
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turing the crossover from negative (weak antilocalization) to positive (weak localization)
magnetoconductance as the film thickness is reduced.

A close look at the thickness dependence of lϕ reveals deviations from the expected
behavior considering only electron–electron corrections to the weak localization expres-
sion (1/l 2

ε ∼ R logkFle, where lε is the length associated with electron–electron correc-
tions). To correctly describe the physics at play, one needs to include diffusive spin fluc-
tuations which, when sufficiently large, can set the inelastic scattering length, leading to
an effective inelastic scattering time given by 1/τϕ = 1/τε+2/3τsf, where τϕ is related to
the energy relaxation time τε and to the spin fluctuation time τsf (l 2

i = Dτi , where D is the
diffusion constant) [121]. Since 1/l 2

sf is proportional to the paramagnetic susceptibility
χ(t ), we can qualitatively track the variation of χ by studying the thickness dependence
of lϕ. Figure 4.2d shows the relative susceptibility χ(t )/χ(30 u.c.) as function of thick-
ness. The increase of χ at low thicknesses is characteristic of a magnetic transition. We
note that the transition from negative to positive magnetoconductance is set by the rel-
ative magnitude of lε and lsf. Near the transition point, lsf < lε, i.e., spin fluctuations are
large, leading to a positive magnetoconductance due to weak localization. In the limit
of large thickness, lsf > lε, lso. Here, both electron–electron interactions and weak an-
tilocalization contribute to the negative magnetoconductance. Structural studies have
shown that octahedral coupling at the STO/SIO interface suppresses the bulk octahedral
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rotations in the SIO film for t ≤ 3 u.c., enhancing magnetic interactions [85]. Within this
view, the increase ofχ as the film thickness is reduced can be understood as an increased
fractional contribution from the less distorted magnetic interfacial region.

4.3. SCANNING TUNNELING SPECTROSCOPY
Further insights on the anomalous behavior in the semimetallic state and the electronic
structure near the MIT are obtained by measuring the local DOS across the Fermi energy
EF by STS measurements. A topographic scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) image
(Fig. 4.3a, inset) acquired on a 10 u.c. SIO film shows terraces and steps with height equal
to one unit cell, confirming the layer-by-layer growth mode and showing that the sur-
face is single-terminated. Figure 4.3a shows differential conductance (dI /dV ) spectra
acquired at 4 K on films of 4, 6 and 10 u.c. thickness. The spectra show V-shaped behav-
ior with a linear dependence of the DOS for both occupied and unoccupied states. As
shown in Fig. 4.3b, the minimum of the spectra is at zero energy (i.e., at EF) for all thick-
nesses, and while the spectra taken on the 6 and 10 u.c. films exhibit finite DOS, the 4
u.c. sample shows zero DOS at EF. Therefore, the evolution of the DOS at EF reflects the
approach of the MIT, where the 4 u.c. film is on the verge of a gap opening.
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Figure 4.3: STM near the MIT. (a) Differential conductance (dI /dV ) spectra acquired on three different sam-
ples with film thicknesses of 4, 6 and 10 unit cells. Inset: STM topographic image of the surface of a 10 u.c. SIO
film. (b) dI /dV spectra measured in a smaller energy range.

V-shaped differential conductance spectra have previously been observed in (i) sys-
tems with 2D Dirac surface states such as germanene/Pt(111) and graphene/SiC [122,
123] and (ii) in the pseudogap phase of doped Mott insulators such as cuprates [124, 125].
A Dirac cone is not expected in this system due to the breaking of n-glide symmetry by
epitaxial constraint, as was shown previously for SIO on GdScO3 [26, 28]. However, in a
recent work similar V-shaped behavior was found for Sr2IrO4 doped with La3+, showing
zero DOS at EF [126]. This observation was explained as being a result of charge carriers
becoming untrapped for La concentrations exceeding 4%. The resemblance between the
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two systems could stem from both SIO and doped Sr2IrO4 being in close proximity to a
metal–insulator transition, although on opposite sides of the phase boundary. However,
further investigation is required to fully address the exact nature of the V-shaped DOS of
SIO thin films.

4.4. FIRST-PRINCIPLES CALCULATIONS
To study the electronic and magnetic structure of SIO in the 2D limit, we perform first-
principles calculations. We first consider how the properties of bulk SIO evolve as a
function of U . At low U , the system shows a nonmagnetic metallic state topologically
protected by time-reversal symmetry [127]. Upon increasing U , a canted G-type antifer-
romagnetic metallic state with a net in-plane magnetic moment emerges [60]. A further
increase of U opens a gap, leading to a G-type antiferromagnetic insulating state [25] like
in [(SIO)m ,STO] superlattices [60]. Since both U and the breaking of time-reversal sym-
metry are required to open the gap, insulating SIO is located in the intermediate region
between a Slater- and a Mott-type insulator. The same qualitative results were obtained
in other Ir compounds [128, 129].

When moving from bulk SIO to SIO/STO heterostructures, compressive strain, re-
duction of the bandwidth and an increase of U have to be taken into account. Compres-
sive strain (∼ 1%) favors the metallicity [113] because of the increased bandwidth [104].
The other two effects favor the insulating state [130] and are needed to observe the
semimetallic or insulating phase in SIO ultrathin films. We note that U is typically larger
in thin films than in superlattices since the SIO layers are expected to exhibit a relax-
ation of octahedral tilts towards bulk values facilitated by tilts in the STO layers [131].
For our calculations, we focused on the thickness range in the vicinity of the MIT and
computed the band structure of SIO layers (4 u.c. and 3 u.c.) on an STO substrate in the
slab geometry (including vacuum) for U = 1.50 eV. The results are shown together with
the corresponding DOS in Figs. 4.4a and 4.4b, respectively.

The bandwidth reduction when going from 4 to 3 u.c. results in a localization of the
carriers, and triggers a transition from a semimetallic to an antiferromagnetic insulat-
ing state. Even for a single layer of SIO on STO the nonmagnetic case is found to be
metallic, and antiferromagnetic ordering is required for the opening of a gap [85]. The
electronic structure of the 4 u.c. film shows a gap-closing behavior, consistent with STS.
In the case of 3 u.c. the gap is 60 meV; its precise value is however crucially dependent
on many effects such as octahedral distortions, magnetic order, strain, connectivity and
Coulomb repulsion. Near the Fermi level, the DOS is dominated by 5d t2g contribution
as in bulk SIO. Hence, by reducing the thickness, we approach a state closer to Jeff = 1/2
as in Sr2IrO4. However, while the t2g unoccupied bandwidth is comparable to Sr2IrO4,
the occupied part shows a mixed Jeff = 1/2, 3/2 behavior rather than a pure Jeff = 1/2
picture.

4.5. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we have shown that SIO can be driven into a correlated insulating state
in the 2D limit. Quantum corrections to the conductivity indicate significant changes in
scattering mechanisms in the semimetallic regime near the transition point. The diver-
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Figure 4.4: Calculated band structures. Calculated electronic structure for (a) 4 u.c. and (b) 3 u.c. SIO films on
tetragonal STO with U = 1.50 eV. Right: the corresponding DOS per formula unit as a function of energy.

gence of χ is indicative of the opening of a Mott gap and the concomitant enhancement
of magnetic order. The close proximity of SIO to a correlated insulating state is further
corroborated by STS measurements, showing a V-shaped DOS similar to doped Jeff = 1/2
Mott insulator Sr2IrO4. In addition, the 4 u.c. film reflects the onset of the gap opening as
it shows zero DOS at the EF, being at the border of the MIT. Our DFT calculations repro-
duce the metal–insulator transition for U = 1.50 eV and show that antiferromagnetism
develops concomitantly with the opening of a gap.

4.6. METHODS
A series of SIO films with thicknesses between 30 and 2 u.c. were grown by PLD on TiO2-
terminated STO(001) substrates. As described in previous work, we use an STO cap
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layer to prevent film degradation in ambient conditions and enable lithographic pro-
cessing [49]. Hall bars were patterned by e-beam lithography, and the SIO layer was
contacted by Ar etching and in-situ deposition of Au/Pd, resulting in Ohmic contacts.
Uncapped SIO films were transferred in an N2 atmosphere from the PLD chamber to the
low-temperature STM setup. More details regarding the growth and sample character-
ization can be found in Section 4.7.1 and in Ref. [49]. First-principles DFT calculations
were performed within the Generalized Gradient Approximation using the plane wave
VASP [100] package and PBEsol for the exchange-correlation functional [101] with SOC.
The Hubbard U effects on the Ir and Ti sites were included. To find a unique value of the
Coulomb repulsion for the Ir 5d states, U was tuned in order to reproduce the experi-
mental semimetallic behavior at 4 u.c, while we used JH = 0.15U . Using this approach
we obtained U = 1.50 eV, which is in good agreement with the typical values used for
weakly correlated Ir compounds [104].

4.7. SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

4.7.1. FILM GROWTH AND HALL BAR FABRICATION
Figure 4.5a shows the RHEED intensity evolution during the layer-by-layer growth of the
SIO films and STO cap layers. The intensity variation of the diffraction spots during the
SIO growth is rather large and the saturation of the signal is caused by the limited range
of the detector. For the 30 and 15 u.c. films, the intensity is only shown for the first 1500
seconds. Figure 4.5b shows XRD measurements of SIO films grown on STO substrates
with an amorphous STO cap layer (deposited at room temperature to prevent a diffrac-
tion signal from this layer). Clear Laue oscillations are observed for all films, confirming
their epitaxial relationship and high quality. Figure 4.5c shows an optical image of a Hall
bar before the lift-off of the resist mask used to protect the Hall bar during the Ar etching.
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4.7.2. INFLUENCE OF THE STO CAP LAYER
Figure 4.6 shows R(T ) curves of SIO films with (Fig. 4.6a) and without (Fig. 4.6b) STO
cap layer. The semimetal-to-insulator transition occurs between 6 and 5 u.c. for bare
SIO films, while it occurs between 4 and 3 u.c. for encapsulated films. This difference
is particularly evident if we consider the 6 u.c. film (Fig. 4.6c), where the temperature of
the resistance minimum is 30 K and 256 K with and without STO cap layer, respectively.
We attribute this to degradation of bare SIO films in ambient conditions as discussed
in Ref. [49]. The properties of uncapped films could also be affected by an increase of
octahedral tilts due to lack of “clamping” at the top surface. However, such an increase
of out-of-plane octahedral tilts would lower the resistance, which is opposite to what
is observed. This indicates that the difference between capped and uncapped films is
mainly determined by film degradation of uncapped films in ambient conditions.
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4.7.3. TRANSPORT IN THE LOCALIZED REGIME
Figure 4.7a shows lnσ vs. 1/T of films with thicknesses of 3 and 2 u.c., i.e., in the localized
regime. The curves are fitted by

σ=C exp
[−(T0/T )α

]
, (4.1)

where T0 depends on the density of localized states and the spread of their wave
functions [118]. Figures 4.7b and 4.7c show lnσ vs. 1/Tα for the 3 and 2 u.c. films, re-
spectively. For the 3 u.c. film, we findα≈ 0.5, which indicates that Coulomb interactions
play a dominant role [119]. For the 2 u.c. film, we find α≈ 1, indicating that the temper-
ature dependence of σ is well described by an Arrhenius-type behavior, which yields an
energy gap Eg = 95 meV. Hence, by decreasing the thickness from 3 to 2 u.c., the system
transitions from hopping between localized states due to strong Coulomb interactions
to a fully formed insulator with a well-developed gap.
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Figure 4.7: Transport in the localized regime. (a) lnσ vs. 1/T for the 3 and 2 u.c. films. The dashed lines are fits
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4.7.4. MODELING OF MAGNETOTRANSPORT DATA
The magnetoconductance curves in Fig. 4.2b are fit with the Maekawa–Fukuyama for-
mula in a diffusive regime that describes the change in the conductivity with magnetic
field with negligible Zeeman splitting [120], given by

∆σ(B)
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(4.2)

whereψ is the digamma function,σ0 = e2/πh is the quantum of conductance and Be,
Bϕ and Bso are the effective fields related to the elastic, inelastic and spin–orbit relaxation
lengths, respectively. The magnetoconductance comprises two contributions: a classi-
cal component that depends on the carrier densities and mobilities (see Eq. 3.9) but is
typically proportional to B 2, and weak (anti)localization at low temperatures. Films with
t ≥ 6 u.c. were found to display a significant classical component due to their relatively
low resistance values. To highlight quantum corrections and accurately determine the
scattering lengths, we subtracted the background prior to the fitting with the Maekawa–
Fukuyama formula.

Figure 4.8a shows the data with cB 2 fits at high fields (fitted for |B | ≥ 7.5 T, black
dashed lines), and fits to the Maekawa–Fukuyama formula at low fields (green dashed
lines), which saturate at high fields as expected. Their sum describes the behavior at
low magnetic fields well (red dashed lines). Figure 4.8b shows the quadratic component
for different film thicknesses. The prefactor c is given by c = AKσ0/G0, where AK is the
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Kohler coefficient and G0 = e2/πh. The fits yield AK = 0.44 · 10−4 T−2, 0.68 · 10−4 T−2

and 0.36 · 10−4 T−2 for the 30, 15 and 6 u.c. films, respectively. The values are similar,
indicating that the mobility is not strongly thickness-dependent in this regime.
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Figure 4.8: Subtraction of the classical MR component. (a) Magnetoconductanceσ(B) measured for different
thicknesses. Black lines: B2 component fitted at high fields; green lines: fits to the Maekawa–Fukuyama equa-
tion; red lines: sum of the two fits. (b) Fitted quadratic component for different film thicknesses. Inset: the
Kohler coefficient AK, extracted from the quadratic fit by c = AKσ0/G0.

Since all films in the semimetallic regime have similar resistivity values, we set the
characteristic field for elastic scattering (Be ) to a fixed value during the fitting with the
Maekawa–Fukuyama formula. Be is related to the elastic length through Be = ħ/4el 2

e ,
where le is given by le = ħσ(3π2n)1/3/ne2, where n is the carrier density. Due to the
semimetallic nature of SIO and the linearity of the Hall effect, it is not possible to straight-
forwardly determine the carrier density. A single-band model for the electrons would
yield a carrier density in the order of 1028 m−3 and an elastic length smaller than the in-
teratomic spacing. Therefore, we fitted the ∆σ curves for different values of le (Be ), of
which two are shown in Fig. 4.9. The best fits were obtained for Be = 1.2 T, correspond-
ing to le = 11.7 nm and a carrier density in the order of 1025 m−3. The extension of the
Maekawa–Fukuyama formula to higher fields in Figs. 4.9b and 4.9e shows that the fits
saturate correctly for the 1.2 T case. Importantly, the behavior of lϕ and lso were found
to be only weakly dependent on the chosen value of the elastic length.
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5
ANISOTROPIC

MAGNETORESISTANCE IN

TWO-DIMENSIONAL SIO

SIO, the three-dimensional member of the Ruddlesden-Popper iridates, is a paramagnetic
semimetal due to the delicate interplay between SOC and Coulomb repulsion. In this
chapter, we study the anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR) of SIO thin films, which is
closely linked to SOC and probes correlations between electronic transport, magnetic or-
der and orbital states. We show that the low-temperature negative MR is anisotropic with
respect to the magnetic field orientation, and its angular dependence reveals the appear-
ance of a fourfold symmetric component above a critical magnetic field. We show that this
AMR component is of magnetocrystalline origin, and attribute the observed transition to
a field-induced magnetic state in SIO.

Parts of this chapter are being prepared for submission (2019), by D. J. Groenendijk, N. Manca, J. de Bruijckere,
L. M. K. Tang, A. M. R. V. L. Monteiro, R. Gaudenzi, A. McCollam, H. S. J. van der Zant, and A. D. Caviglia.

J. de Bruijckere and R. Gaudenzi assisted with the anisotropic magnetoresistance measurements. L. M.
K. Tang and A. McCollam assisted with the high-field measurements at the High Field Magnet Laboratory in
Nijmegen.
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T
RANSITION metal oxides with 5d elements feature a rare interplay between Cou-
lomb repulsion U , crystal-field ∆ and strong SOC that gives rise to novel elec-
tronic and magnetic states [132, 133]. A significant body of work has been de-

voted to the RP series of strontium iridates (Srn+1IrnO3n+1) following the discovery of a
Jeff = 1/2 Mott state in Sr2IrO4 [18, 50]. The dimensionality of these compounds can
be tuned by varying n, which increases octahedral connectivity and lowers U [20]. The
resulting bandwidths have been studied through optical spectroscopy, showing an in-
crease from 0.48 eV (n = 1, Sr2IrO4) to 1.01 eV (n = ∞, SIO), where in the 3D limit a
semimetallic state is found [19]. Photoemission and transport studies have shown that
the unusual electronic structure of SIO consists of heavy hole-like and light electron-like
bands [23, 24, 74]. First-principles calculations and diffraction measurements show that
these electron-like bands originate from Dirac cones that are gapped due to symmetry
breaking in response to strain [28]. This is always the case for epitaxial films, and strain-
free SIO can only be studied in polycrystalline form since the single-crystal perovskite
phase is thermodynamically unstable [57]. Both polycrystalline samples [82, 134] and
thin films [62, 65, 84, 135, 136] have been studied through MR measurements. While the
MR in strain-free SIO is 2–3 orders of magnitude larger than in epitaxially strained films,
it is qualitatively similar, showing positive, quasilinear behavior.

The proximity of SIO to a metal–insulator phase boundary gives rise to anomalous
properties such as non-Fermi liquid behavior and enhanced paramagnetism due to an
instability of ferromagnetic ordering [112, 137]. Signatures of non-Fermi liquid behavior
such as linear resistivity versus temperature [49] and divergent specific heat [27] have
previously been observed. In ultrathin films, U is further increased by confinement, re-
sulting in an enhancement of spin fluctuations [84]. This brings the system closer to two-
dimensional Sr2IrO4, in which the magnetic moments display canted in-plane antiferro-
magnetic order [22, 138]. The magnetic state of Sr2IrO4 was studied through anisotropic
MR (AMR) measurements, which revealed a field-induced metamagnetic transition from
an antiferromagnetic to a weakly ferromagnetic state [139–141]. Here, we use AMR mea-
surements to study the correlation between electronic transport and magnetic order in
ultrathin SIO. We find that the low-temperature negative MR component is anisotropic,
and its angular dependence reveals the appearance of a fourfold symmetric component
above a critical magnetic field. We attribute this to field-induced magnetic ordering in
the SIO film that is inherently close to a ferromagnetic instability. Since AMR is closely
associated with SOC, its study in SIO can complement the understanding of its role in
determining the ground state of 5d oxides.

5.1. LOW-TEMPERATURE MAGNETOTRANSPORT
Resistivity (ρ) versus temperature (T ) characteristics of three SIO films of different thick-
nesses are shown in Fig. 5.1a. The films show metallic behavior with an upturn at low
temperature similar to previous reports [49, 62, 65, 84]. The out-of-plane MR of the 6
u.c. film measured at T = 4 K and 540 mK is shown in Fig. 5.1b. The MR is quasilin-
ear down to 4 K and increases in magnitude with decreasing temperature. Its magni-
tude is approximately 2 orders of magnitude smaller than in polycrystalline samples,
where it was attributed to a topological transition of a Dirac node and enhanced param-
agnetism [82].
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Figure 5.1: Magnetotransport characterization. (a) Resistivity versus temperature of SIO films of different
thicknesses grown on STO. (b) Out-of-plane MR of a 6 u.c. SIO film measured at two different temperatures.

At low temperature, a negative MR component appears. For the 6 u.c. film, this is
below 2 K, however this value depends sensitively on the film thickness. MR measure-
ments on the 5 and 30 u.c. films are shown in Fig. 5.6. In previous work, we showed that
this behavior is governed by a crossover from weak antilocalization to weak localization
as the film thickness is reduced [84].

5.2. ANGULAR DEPENDENCE OF MAGNETORESISTANCE
We further study the MR of the 6 u.c. film by varying the angle between the magnetic
field (B) and the film normal. Figure 5.2a shows the MR at T = 4 K (top) and 540 mK
(bottom) for B applied along z and y (see the inset or Fig. 5.2c for their definition). At
4 K, the two are positive, linear and of equal magnitude, while the negative MR mea-
sured at 540 mK shows a pronounced anisotropy. In particular, the magnitude of the
negative MR is larger when B is parallel to the film normal. The angular dependence is
shown in Fig. 5.2b, where B is rotated with fixed magnitude in the x y-plane (top) and in
the y z-plane (bottom). Interestingly, 4 peaks are observed at 540 mK, while there is no
measurable anisotropy at 4 K. Additionally, the MR in the y z-plane displays two peaks
of larger magnitude, while the peaks heights are equal in the x y-plane.

AMR consists of a non-crystalline and a crystalline component, which have very dif-
ferent microscopic origins. The non-crystalline component depends on the angle be-
tween the magnetization (M) and current (I ), reflecting the difference between trans-
port scattering matrix elements of electrons with momentum parallel to the current in
the I ∥ M and I ⊥ M configurations. The crystalline component, instead, originates from
the changes in the equilibrium relativistic electronic structure induced by the rotating
magnetization and is thus related to SOC. It manifests itself as a difference between scat-
tering matrix elements for the electrons with momentum parallel and perpendicular to
M . Owing to the anisotropy of the electronic structure with respect to the magnetization
angle, these matrix elements may change when M is rotated [140].
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The two contributions to the AMR can be identified by measuring the magnitude
of the MR while rotating B across the different planes defined by our sample geometry
(illustrated in Fig. 5.2c). In a rotating magnetic field, M follows B if |B | is larger than
the coercive field. This implies that the angle θ between M and the electrical current
I may vary, which, for non-crystalline AMR, results in a signal proportional to sin2(θ).
If the magnetic field rotates along in the plane perpendicular to the current (xz-plane),
the angle between M and I remains constant and the AMR is determined by the varying
angle between magnetization and crystal axes. In this way, the crystalline component of
the AMR can be isolated.

5.3. ANISOTROPIC MAGNETORESISTANCE IN DIFFERENT PLANES
Figure 5.3 shows the angular dependence of the MR measured while rotating B in the
x y-, y z-, and xz-planes. The measurements are performed at the base temperature of
the system (T = 75 mK). At this temperature, we use a Wheatstone bridge circuit to ac-
curately measure the change in resistance (∆R) due to the large resistance and its small
variation with magnetic field. At B = 0.15 T [Fig. 5.3a (top)], the symmetry of the AMR is
twofold, and the magnitude of ∆R is nearly equal when rotating the field in the xz- and
y z-planes. The difference (and the small signal in the x y-plane) is likely due to a slight
misalignment in angle. This indicates that this component [proportional to sin2(φ)]
does not depend on the angle between I and M , as it varies in the y z-plane whereas
it is always 90◦ in the xz-plane. Instead, this component depends on the relative angle
between B and the film normal. It cannot be attributed to classical MR, as this would
provide a positive contribution to the MR when B is perpendicular to the plane. There-
fore, this MR most likely originates from the anisotropy of quantum corrections, as the
negative MR associated with weak localization is largest when B is along z.

At higher fields (B = 1 T, bottom panel), ∆R increases significantly and 4 peaks of
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equal magnitude appear in the x y-plane. In the xz- and y z-planes, the peaks at 90◦ and
270◦ increase in magnitude and additional peaks appear at 0◦ and 180◦. The polar plots
(right) confirm that the MR in the x y-plane is fourfold symmetric, while it shows two
large and two small lobes in the xz and y z-planes. The magnitude of the fourfold sym-
metric component [proportional to cos2(2φ)] is equal in all planes: this component is
thus solely affected by the relative orientation of B and the crystal axes. We note that this
AMR component cannot be measured in polycrystalline samples as the contributions
from different crystalline domains average out. The sign and symmetry of this compo-
nent is not compatible with classical MR or weak (anti)localization. The negative MR
is largest when the field is oriented at 45◦ with respect to the tetragonal unit cell. Since
crystalline AMR requires a net magnetization that rotates with respect to the crystal axes,
we attribute this to field-induced magnetic ordering in the SIO film. This is consistent
with reports of a divergent magnetic susceptibility at low temperatures [27] and signa-
tures of a magnetic transition below 2 K in polycrystalline samples [82].

5.4. FIELD-INDUCED MAGNETIC TRANSITION
To determine the field at which the crystalline AMR appears, we measure the angular
dependence of the MR for different magnitudes of B as shown in Fig. 5.4. The magni-
tude of the AMR gradually increases, and the field at which the additional peaks appear
can be determined by tracking ∆R at θ and φ = 0 and 90◦. The bottom panel shows
that this occurs at approximately 0.2–0.3 T. A field-induced magnetic transition in SIO
has previously been inferred from specific heat measurements in monoclinically dis-
torted SIO [27]. There, it was suggested that a quantum critical point (QCP) between a
non-Fermi liquid and field-induced ferromagnetic state is located at T = 0 K and µ0H =
0.23 T. This value corresponds well to the magnetic field at which the fourfold symmetric
AMR appears.
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Finally, we compare the measured AMR of SIO to that of Sr2IrO4, which is on the
other side of the metal–insulator phase boundary. In Sr2IrO4, the canting of Jeff = 1/2
moments leads to an uncompensated moment within each of the IrO2 planes, and these
moments can be aligned by an external magnetic field, leading to a weakly ferromagnetic
state [139–141]. The magnetic moments are coupled to the octahedral-site rotations by
strong SOC, and the measured AMR originates from lattice distortions induced by mag-
netoelastic coupling. In SIO, such a strong single ion anisotropy is not present. Instead,
the net magnetization likely originates from the enhanced paramagnetic state. The four-
fold symmetry of the AMR is therefore intimately related to the crystal structure, band
structure, and orbital symmetry of 5d electrons with strong SOC.

5.5. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we showed that the low-temperature, negative MR component in SIO thin
films is anisotropic with respect to the magnetic field orientation. The twofold symmet-
ric component, present only when the angle between B and the film normal is varied,
is attributed to the anisotropy of weak (anti)localization. A fourfold symmetric compo-
nent appears as B is increased, and the critical field corresponds well to the QCP previ-
ously reported by Cao et al. [27]. We attribute this to crystalline AMR originating from a
field-induced magnetic state in ultrathin SIO. Our study underlines the connection be-
tween SOC, magnetization and orbital character in strontium iridates. The discovery of
a field-induced magnetic state has important implications for interfaces with SIO, where
interfacial magnetism, easy-axis reorientation and topological Hall effect have been ob-
served [43, 142, 143].
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5.6. METHODS
SIO films were grown by PLD on TiO2-terminated STO(001) substrates. Hall bars were
patterned through Ar etching and in-situ evaporation of Pd/Au contacts. RHEED oscilla-
tions show that both SIO and STO grow in layer-by-layer mode. XRD and HAADF-STEM
measurements show that the films are in a tetragonal state due to the suppression of oc-
tahedral tilts by the STO substrate. Magnetotransport measurements were performed in
a dilution fridge with a base temperature of 70 mK equipped with a vector magnet and
low-noise electronics. The resistance was measured in four-probe configuration with
lock-in amplifiers. A Wheatstone bridge circuit was used to measure small resistance
variations.

5.7. SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

5.7.1. GROWTH OF SIO/STO HETEROSTRUCTURES
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Figure 5.5: Growth of SIO/STO heterostructures. From top to bottom: RHEED oscillations during the growth
of 5, 6, and 30 u.c. SIO films, followed by 10 u.c. STO. For the 30 u.c. film, only 12 oscillations are shown. Right:
RHEED diffraction pattern after the growth of SIO.

Figure 5.5 shows the RHEED intensity during the growth of 5, 6, and 30 u.c. SIO films
on TiO2-terminated STO(001) substrates. The growth of SIO is followed by the growth
of a 10 u.c. STO cap layer to enable patterning of Hall bars and prevent degradation of
the SIO [49]. The clear intensity oscillations indicate that both the SIO and STO grow in
layer-by-layer mode.

5.7.2. MAGNETORESISTANCE OF 5 AND 30 U.C. FILMS

Figure 5.6 shows high-field MR measurements of a 30 and a 5 u.c. SIO film. The magni-
tude of the MR of the 30 u.c. film increases with decreasing temperature (Fig. 5.6a) and
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reaches approximately 2.5% at 33 T. Below 4.2 K, the MR displays a cusp at low fields
which can be attributed to quantum corrections.
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Figure 5.6b shows the MR of the 30 and 5 u.c. SIO films measured at 4.2 K and 1.3 K.
The 5 u.c. film displays a large negative MR which can be attributed to weak localization.
Figure 5.7a shows the MR of the 30 and 5 u.c. films measured at 1.3 K for B oriented
parallel (red) and perpendicular (black) to the film normal.
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For both films, the negative MR is larger when B is oriented along the film normal.
To study the anisotropy in more detail, the MR is measured as a function of angle with
an applied magnetic field of 20 T. The polar plots in Fig. 5.7b show two large and two
small lobes, similar to the measurements on the 6 u.c. film shown in Fig. 5.2b (bottom)
and Fig. 5.3b (bottom). We attribute the large suppression at φ= 90◦ and φ= 270◦ to the
anisotropy of weak (anti)localization. The other two lobes at φ = 0◦ and φ = 180◦ arise
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from the fourfold symmetric signal, which we attributed to magnetocrystalline AMR.
This indicates that films of different thicknesses also develop a field-induced magneti-
zation at low temperatures. The magnitude of the AMR appears to increase as the film
thickness is reduced, however its precise evolution should be further investigated.
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Deep in the human unconscious is a pervasive need for a logical universe
that makes sense. But the real universe is always one step beyond logic.

Frank Herbert, Dune

Having established the electronic and magnetic properties of SIO in the ultrathin limit
(Chapters 4 and 5), we investigate how it affects the properties of a complex oxide ferro-
magnet by forming atomically sharp interfaces. In particular, we demonstrate how elec-
tronic transport in ultrathin SRO can be manipulated by imposing asymmetric boundary
conditions in the form of two dissimilar interfaces with STO and SIO. Measurements of the
anomalous Hall effect (AHE) reveal the presence of two interface-tunable spin-polarized
conduction channels. Using theoretical calculations, we show that the tunability of the
AHE at SRO interfaces arises from the competition between two topologically nontriv-
ial bands. Our results demonstrate how reconstructions at oxide interfaces can be used
to control emergent electrodynamics on a nanometer-scale, opening new routes towards
spintronics and topological electronics.

Parts of this chapter appeared online in preprint (arXiv:1810.05619) and are submitted for peer review (2018)
by D. J. Groenendijk, C. Autieri, T. C. van Thiel, W. Brzezicki, N. Gauquelin, P. Barone, K. H. W. van den Bos, S.
van Aert, J. Verbeeck, A. Filippetti, S. Picozzi, M. Cuoco, and A. D. Caviglia [144].

HAADF-STEM measurements were performed by N. Gauquelin, K. H. W. van den Bos, S. van Aert, and J.
Verbeeck. Theoretical results were obtained by C. Autieri, W. Brzezicki, P. Barone, S. Picozzi, and M. Cuoco.
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I
N In topologically nontrivial band structures, electrons acquire an additional phase
factor when their wavefunctions traverse a closed loop in momentum space [35]. Al-
though this concept is now commonly referred to as the Berry phase mechanism,

Karplus and Luttinger already demonstrated decades earlier that the anomalous Hall
effect—which is prevalent in itinerant ferromagnets—finds its origins in band topol-
ogy [41]. In addition to the usual band dispersion contribution, electrons in an electric
field E acquire an anomalous velocity:

v(k) = 1

ħ
∂E(k)

∂k
− e

ħE ×b(k), (6.1)

where E(k) is the dispersion relation and b(k) is the Berry curvature. The latter de-
scribes the nontrivial geometry of the band structure and acts as an effective magnetic
flux [38]. The anomalous velocity is transverse to the electric field and gives rise to a
Hall current, with a sign and magnitude that depend sensitively on the band structure
topology. In systems with ferromagnetic order and sizable SOC, the Berry curvature
is strongly enhanced near avoided band crossings which act as a source or sink of the
emergent magnetic field [145]. A prototypical system is the transition metal oxide SRO,
a 4d itinerant ferromagnet exhibiting an AHE that is well reproduced by first-principles
calculations [34]. Its anomalous Hall conductivity depends sensitively on the position
of the Fermi level with respect to the avoided band crossings and on the magnetiza-
tion [34, 38, 146, 147], forming an ideal platform to be tuned through symmetry breaking
at interfaces. A suitable material for this purpose is SIO, a 5d paramagnetic semimetal
with strong atomic SOC (∼ 0.4 eV) [19, 23] and excellent structural compatibility with
SRO. In this chapter, we investigate the AHE in ultrathin SRO films with (a)symmetric
boundary conditions. We show that transport at SRO/SIO and SRO/STO interfaces oc-
curs through topologically nontrivial bands with opposite Berry curvature. Remarkably,
in the tricolor STO/SRO/SIO system the two spin-polarized conduction channels are
found to be coexisting.

6.1. ANOMALOUS HALL EFFECT OF ULTRATHIN SRO
We first analyse theoretically the properties of ultrathin SRO starting from the Ru-based
t2g electronic structure close to the Fermi level. Our ab-initio derived tight binding cal-
culations show that the Berry curvature of the individual bands is strongly enhanced at
avoided band crossings due to next-nearest-neighbor interorbital hopping (Fig. 6.1a) in
the presence of SOC. We first focus on the monolayer SRO system. Its electronic structure
can be arranged in two groups of 3 bands with different spin-orbital parity. Within each
sector, there are two topologically nontrivial bands carrying a Chern number C =±2, ac-
companied by a single, trivial band with C = 0, (see Fig. 6.1b). The ensuing Berry curva-
ture of the nontrivial bands, which have predominantly dxz and dy z character, is shown
in Fig. 6.1c. We find sharp peaks located at the avoided bands crossings. Since the lowest
energy bands in Fig. 6.1b have a nontrivial Chern number, the Berry curvature contribu-
tion of each band cannot vanish and is robust to changes in the Fermi level or, in general,
of the corresponding electron occupation. Their splitting and relative occupation leads
to a dominance of one of the channels, including sign changes when considering the
averaged Berry curvature. A complete compensation is improbable and can only acci-
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dentally occur by electronic fine tuning. SOC influences the character of the avoided
crossings and causes the bands with opposite Berry curvature and dxz/y z orbital charac-
ter to have a distinct momentum dependence of the spin polarization, with an opposite
sign developing nearby the points of maximal Berry curvature accumulation, as shown
in Fig. 6.1d.
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Figure 6.1: Electronic structure and Berry curvature of monolayer SRO. (a) Next-nearest-neighbor interor-
bital hopping. (b) Dispersion of Ru t2g bands along kx = ky for a representative value of the magnetization. (c)
Berry curvature associated with topologically nontrivial Ru t2g bands close to the Fermi level (Chern numbers
C =±2.).

We now investigate the AHE of SRO films with symmetric boundary conditions, shown
in Figs. 6.2a and 6.2b. We consider heterostructures composed of STO/2 u.c. SIO/4 u.c.
SRO/2 u.c. SIO/10 u.c. STO and STO/4 u.c. SRO/10 u.c. STO. Strikingly, we find that the
sign of the AHE is opposite for SIO/SRO/SIO (Fig. 6.2a) and STO/SRO/STO (Fig. 6.2b)
heterostructures. This immediately shows that symmetry breaking in ultrathin SRO di-
rectly controls the magnitude and sign of its Berry curvature. The magnitude (RAH

x y ) as a

function of temperature is shown in Fig. 6.2c. While RAH
x y of the STO/SRO/STO is mainly

negative and changes sign as near the Curie temperature (TC), RAH
x y of the SIO/SRO/SIO

remains positive in the entire temperature range. This confirms the expectation that the
occupation of the topologically active Ru t2g bands depends sensitively on the electronic
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matching at the interface. This behavior can be qualitatively captured by modeling Ru/Ti
and Ru/Ir bilayers, i.e., systems with a RuO2 monolayer coupled a TiO2 or IrO2 mono-
layer. As shown in Fig. 6.2d, for small/intermediate amplitude of the Ru magnetization
the AH conductivity is negative for the Ru/Ti bilayer while it is positive for the Ru/Ir bi-
layer. In the former, only the Ru dxz/y z contribute since the STO is electronically inert,
while for the latter, the intrinsic Berry curvature sign competition of the Ru topological
bands is modified through the hybridization of the Ir/Ru dxz/y z orbitals, and interfacial
magnetic canting/reconstructions.

To study the effect of asymmetric boundary conditions, we now investigate the tri-
color STO/SRO/SIO system (Fig. 6.3). Given the different trends observed in the symmet-
ric systems, we expect competition in the total RAH

x y in this case. The atomic arrangement
at the interfaces is investigated by HAADF-STEM imaging (Fig. 6.3b). Chemical analy-
sis by electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) shows that the interfaces are atomically
sharp and that the thicknesses of both the SRO and SIO layers are 4 u.c. as designed (see
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Fig. 6.9). After quantifying atomic column positions in the HAADF-STEM image using
StatSTEM [148], a detailed analysis of the atomic positions shows that octahedral tilts
are suppressed and both the SRO and SIO are tetragonal rather than orthorhombic as in
their bulk form. In addition, we find that the tetragonality (c/a) of the unit cell varies
strongly across the SRO and SIO layers (Fig. 6.3a). Since the magnetic anisotropy of SRO
is known to be very sensitive to strain and tetragonality [149–151], this affects the easy
axis direction of the different SRO layers and hence the local magnetization of the Ru
ions. This is confirmed by SQUID measurements, included in Fig. 6.8, which show that
the STO/SRO/SIO has a larger in-plane magnetization than STO/SRO/STO. This indi-
cates that the magnetization of the SRO layers near the SIO interface is canted, which is
consistent with the reduction of c/a close to the SIO interface.

a

0.9811.021.04
Tetragonality (c/a)

1 nm

STO

STO

SRO

SIO

HAADF
intensity

b

Figure 6.3: Structural characterization of STO/SRO/SIO by HAADF-STEM. (a) Tetragonality of the perovskite
unit cell across the heterostructure. (b) HAADF-STEM measurement of an STO/SRO/SIO heterostructure.

The AHE of the STO/SRO/SIO is shown in Fig. 6.4a. With increasing temperature, the
AHE changes sign at the reversal temperature TR = 48 K and peaks appear to be superim-
posed on the Hall effect, slightly above and below the coercive field (Bc ). This is in stark
contrast with the AHE of an STO/SRO/STO heterostructure (Fig. 6.4b), where the magni-
tude decreases with increasing temperature. The sign reversal is not related to a change
in carrier type, as the ordinary Hall component remains electron-like and its slope is
approximately constant (see Fig. 6.11c). The peaks superimposed on the Hall effect are
present between 35 and 58 K and reach their maximum amplitude at TR, i.e., when RAH

x y
appears to be zero. This strongly suggests that their occurrence is intrinsically linked to
the sign reversal of the AHE. In the following, we will show that the AHE can be modeled
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tions. Measured Hall resistance of (a) an asymmetric STO/SRO/SIO heterostructure and (b) a symmetric
STO/SRO/STO heterostructure at different temperatures. The curves are offset horizontally.

by the superposition of two anomalous Hall channels with opposite sign and different
Bc . RAH

x y of each channel is determined by the balance between topologically nontrivial
C = 2 and C =−2 bands, which is modified by the STO and SIO interfaces. This gives rise
to two conduction channels with a different RAH

x y (T ) dependence. Within this picture, TR

of the two channels no longer coincide, resulting in a temperature window in which RAH
x y

of the two channels is of opposite sign. We are able to resolve these two channels due to
their different Bc , governed by the interfacial modification of the magnetic anisotropy.
We note that it is not possible to assign an exact spatial profile to the two channels due to
strong out-of-plane orbital hybridization and the two-dimensional character of the film.

6.2. PRESENCE OF TWO ANOMALOUS HALL CHANNELS
To illustrate the total AHE in this case, we consider a heterostructure with two indepen-
dent anomalous Hall channels (labeled I and II) with RAH

x y of opposite sign and Bc,II < Bc,I.

This situation is sketched in Fig. 6.5a for three cases: |RAH
x y,II| < |RAH

x y,I | (left), |RAH
x y,II| = |RAH,

x y,I|
(middle), and |RAH

x y,II| > |RAH
x y,I| (right). When a current I is applied in the plane of the

heterostructure and the magnetic field is varied in the range [0,B ,−B ,0], the total AHE
is given by the sum of the AHE of the two layers. Depending on their relative magni-
tudes, three different behaviors can be discerned for Bc,II < Bc,I. This concept was first
introduced in 1981 [152] and forms the basis for a device called the extraordinary Hall
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balance [153, 154].
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Figure 6.5: Presence of two anomalous Hall channels. (a) Addition of the AHE for two decoupled ferromag-
netic layers with opposite sign of RAH

x y . (b) RAH as function of temperature. The black dashed lines are fits to
the data and the curves are offset vertically. (c) The two anomalous Hall components that add up to the total
RAH curves in (b). (d) Total RAH

x y and the extracted RAH
x y from the two anomalous Hall components. The dashed

lines illustrate a possible temperature dependence of RAH
x y .

The measured AHE of the STO/SRO/SIO in Fig. 6.4a. bears striking resemblance to
the curves in Fig. 6.5a. The ordinary Hall component has been subtracted and the re-
maining anomalous Hall component (RAH) is presented in Fig. 6.5b. As the temper-
ature is increased from 46K towards 51K, the behavior of the total AHE evolves from
the leftmost scenario in Fig. 6.5a to the rightmost scenario, with the middle scenario
emerging at TR = 48K. This is consistent with two anomalous Hall contributions of
opposite sign, each with a slightly different temperature dependence. We investigate
this further by considering a phenomenological model of the anomalous Hall data with
RAH = RAH

x y,I tanh
(
ωI(B −Bc,I)

)+RAH
x y,II tanh

(
ωII(B −Bc,II)

)
, whereω is a parameter describ-

ing the slope at Bc. An excellent agreement is obtained between this model (dashed
black lines in Fig. 6.5b) and the data, enabling us to extract the individual AH compo-
nents as a function of temperature (Fig. 6.5c). The corresponding RAH

x y values are shown
in Fig. 6.5d; both components show a smooth evolution in temperature, with one dis-
appearing above 58K (green) and the other below 35K (purple). At 48K the two compo-
nents are equal, leading to the fully compensated case.
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In Fig. 6.5d we illustrate a possible dependence of RAH
x y (T ) (dashed lines) at higher

and lower temperatures, which suggests that RAH
x y and Bc of the two channels follow

a qualitatively similar temperature dependence, shifted by 23K. This implies that, for
T < 35K and T > 58K, RAH

x y of the two channels are of the same sign or the positive contri-
bution is below the detection limit of our experiment, rendering the total AHE indistin-
guishable from that of a single spin-polarized channel (see Fig. 6.12). However, it should
be noted that any two curves that add up to the total RAH

x y are in principle possible.

6.3. CONTROL OF THE RELATIVE SPIN POLARIZATIONS

The presence of two channels with different coercive fields provides the possibility to
control their relative spin polarizations by choosing the magnetic field span interval
Bmax appropriately. By varying B in the range [0,Bmax,−Bmax,0], the polarization of one
channel can be (partially) switched while the other is less affected. This is illustrated in
Fig. 6.6a for different values of Bmax. The simulations are performed by traversing the
individual RAH curves (determined from the data at 45K) up to Bmax and summing them
to obtain the total RAH. It follows that increasing Bmax changes the relative magnitudes
of RAH

x y,I and RAH
x y,I I , replicating the temperature evolution of the AHE. This is summarized

in the diagram in Fig. 6.6b, where the magnitudes of RAH
x y,I and RAH

x y,I I are plotted against
Bmax. The crossing of the curves at 0.18 T constitutes the compensation point where
|RAH

x y,I | = |RAH
x y,I I | and the height of the apparent peaks is maximum.
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Figure 6.6: Control of the spin polarization of the two channels. (a) Simulated RAH curves for different values
of Bmax. (b) |RAH

x y | of the separate AH components as a function of Bmax.
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The behavior predicted by the simulations is indeed found in the measurements,
which is showcased in Fig. 6.7. A difference between the experimental data and the sim-
ulations is found at low Bmax, where an asymmetry is observed in the measured RAH

curves. This can be attributed to a degree of interlayer coupling, quantifiable in the
order of tens of mT, which reduces the field required to restore the original magnetic
state. Given that the channels have the same spin polarization and carrier type, the op-
posite anomalous Hall voltages indicate that spin-polarized electrons are accumulated
on opposite sides of the two channels. Within this picture, the system is brought to a
metastable state at Bmax and tends to restore the initial spin distribution, causing the
asymmetry observed in the data. Figure 6.13a shows that the same behavior is observed
when the measurement starts from the bottom branch (opposite spin polarization) and
is traversed in the opposite direction (in the range [0,−Bmax,Bmax,0]). As expected, this
gives rise to an offset of the center of the hysteresis loop in the opposite B direction (see
Fig. 6.13c).
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Figure 6.7: Control of the spin polarization of the two channels. Simulated (left) and measured (right) RAH
curves. The curves are offset vertically.

Finally, we compare our results to recent work on SRO thin films and interfaces,
where similar anomalous Hall characteristics were observed and attributed to the topo-
logical Hall effect due to a skyrmion phase [43–45]. Within this picture, the topological
Hall effect should be enhanced in the SIO/SRO/SIO case due to Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya
(DM) interaction at both interfaces. Instead, we find that this system displays a regular
anomalous Hall effect due to the restoration of inversion symmetry. Additionally, this
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scenario relies on the skyrmion phase being present symmetrically around the tempera-
ture at which the AHE changes sign, which is highly coincidental. However, two anoma-
lous Hall effects with a shifted RAH

x y (T ) dependence naturally produces this temperature
window around TR, as there the AHE is of opposite sign. We also show in Figs. 6.11a
and 6.11b that considering an anomalous and topological Hall contribution results in an
unphysical discontinuity of the coercive field, which is not present in our model. Finally,
our model can quantitatively describe the behavior of RAH(B), and correctly predicts the
behavior when sweeping the magnetic field to values below saturation. Recent works
have shown that Ru vacancies or BaTiO3 overlayers can also affect the AHE, but the stud-
ied systems also present an asymmetry in the form of dissimilar interfaces and a gradient
of octahedral rotations [47, 155] which can explain the observed characteristics.

6.4. CONCLUSIONS
The atomic-scale control of spin and charge accumulation through Berry phase engi-
neering opens new avenues for spintronic devices and topological electronics. In this
respect, transition metal oxides are an ideal platform owing to a delicate interplay be-
tween spin, charge and lattice degrees of freedom. Our results establish that oxide inter-
faces host tunable topological phenomena, thereby providing new perspectives in the
field of complex oxides.

6.5. METHODS
SRO/STO, SRO/SIO/STO, and SIO/SRO/SIO/STO heterostructures were prepared by PLD
on TiO2-terminated STO(001) substrates (CrysTec GmbH). The films were deposited at
600◦C in an oxygen pressure of 0.1 mbar. The laser fluence was 1.2 J/cm2 and the rep-
etition rate was 1 Hz. To refill possible oxygen vacancies formed during the growth, the
samples were annealed at 550◦C in an oxygen pressure of 300 mbar and cooled down in
the same pressure at a rate of 20◦C/min. The growth was monitored by RHEED, indicat-
ing a layer-by-layer growth mode for the three films.

Atomic scale characterization of the lattice structure was performed on an aberration-
corrected scanning transmission electron microscope (STEM). The FEI Titan 80–300 mi-
croscope was operated at 300 kV. The samples were prepared in a vacuum transfer box
and analyzed in a Gatan Vacuum transfer holder to avoid any influence of air on the
film [156, 157]. Collection angles for HAADF imaging, annular bright-field (ABF) imag-
ing and EELS were 44–190 mrad, 8–17 mrad and 47 mrad, respectively. The interfaces
are atomically sharp and the STEM-EELS measurements show no diffusion of Ru and
Ti, whereas there is a slight diffusion of Ir into the top RuO2 layer. The heterostructures
were further investigated by STM and synchrotron XRD measurements (see Figs. 6.8b
and 6.8c). Hall bars were patterned by e-beam lithography, and the heterostructure was
contacted by Ar etching and in-situ deposition of Pd and Au, resulting in low-resistance
Ohmic contacts. An STO cap layer was used to impose symmetric boundary conditions
and prevent degradation of the SIO layer [49, 84]. Transport measurements were per-
formed in a He flow cryostat with a 10 T superconducting magnet and a base tempera-
ture of 1.5 K. Measurements in current-bias configuration were performed using lock-in
amplifiers and custom-made low noise current sources and voltage amplifiers.
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First-principles DFT calculations were performed using the VASP [158] package based
on plane wave basis set and projector augmented wave method [100]. A plane-wave en-
ergy cut-off of 500 eV was used. For the treatment of exchange-correlation, the local
spin density approximation (LSDA) with the Perdew–Zunger [159] parametrization of
the Ceperly–Alder data [160] for the exchange-correlation functional was considered.
The choice of LSDA exchange functional is suggested by a recent paper [161], where
it was shown that the Generalized Gradient Approximation is a worse approximation
than LSDA for bulk SRO and its heterostructures [130, 162]. In our simulations, the
STO/SRO/SIO heterostructure was constructed using a lateral supercell of

p
2a ×p

2a,
while the phases without rotations were contracted using a lateral supercell of a × a.
The in-plane lattice parameter was fixed to that of the STO substrate, while for the out-
of-plane lattice parameters we used the experimental values of the SRO and SIO unit
cells. The hopping parameters were estimated from the electronic structure of the non-
magnetic SRO/SIO and SRO/STO interfaces without Coulomb repulsion. After obtain-
ing the Bloch wave functions from DFT, the maximally localized Wannier functions [163,
164] were constructed using the WANNIER90 code [165]. Starting from an initial projec-
tion of atomic d-basis functions belonging to the t2g manifold and centered on metal
sites, we obtained the t2g -like Wannier functions. To extract the hopping parameters
from the electronic bands at low energies, we used the Slater–Koster interpolation as
implemented in WANNIER90. This approach is applied to determine the real space
Hamiltonian matrix elements in the t2g-like Wannier function basis for the SRO/SIO and
SRO/STO interfaces.

6.6. SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

6.6.1. STRUCTURAL AND MAGNETIC CHARACTERIZATION
In Fig. 6.8 we present the structural and magnetic characterization of our films using var-
ious techniques. Figure 6.8a shows the RHEED intensity during the growth of a 4/4/10
u.c. SRO/SIO/STO heterostructure. The clear intensity oscillations indicate that all three
layers grow in layer-by-layer mode. The strong initial oscillation during the SRO growth
can be attributed to a change in surface termination from TiO2 to SrO, which is well es-
tablished for the growth of SRO on TiO2-terminated STO(001) [166]. Figures 6.8b and 6.8c
show an STM topographic map and synchrotron diffraction measurements, respectively.
The atomically flat surface and clear Laue oscillations indicate that the heterostructures
are of high crystalline quality and have sharp interfaces. The magnetization M of an
STO/SRO/STO and an STO/SRO/SIO heterostructure (with 4 u.c. SRO and 2 u.c. SIO) are
measured by SQUID magnetometry. Figure 6.8d shows the in- and out-of-plane mag-
netization of the two samples. Both films have a predominantly out-of-plane magneti-
zation with values reaching approximately 0.6 and 0.8 µB/Ru at 20 K for STO/SRO/STO
and STO/SRO/SIO, respectively. Compared to the STO/SRO/STO, the out-of-plane mag-
netization of the STO/SRO/SIO is slightly reduced and an in-plane component appears.
The appearance of an in-plane magnetization can be attributed to a change of the mag-
netic anisotropy driven by the modified tetragonality of the SRO unit cell near the SIO
interface.
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Figure 6.8: Structural and magnetic characterization. (a) RHEED intensity oscillations during the growth of
SRO, SIO, and STO. Inset: diffraction pattern after SIO growth. (b) STM image of the surface of an STO/SIO/SRO
heterostructure. (c) XRD measurements of STO/SRO/STO and STO/SRO/SIO heterostructures. The black
dashed lines are simulations of the diffracted intensity. (d) In- and out-of-plane M(T ) of STO/SRO/STO and
STO/SRO/SIO. The data was acquired during field-cooling with an applied field of 50 mT.

The atomic structure of each interface was investigated using HAADF-STEM com-
bined with EELS. An ADF measurement and EELS chemical maps at the Ti-L2,3, Ru-M4,5,
Sr-L2,3 and Ir-L4,5 edges are shown in the first 5 panels of Fig. 6.9. The Ir M edge is at high
energy (2 keV) and close to the Sr edge, making it difficult to discern. A combined EELS
chemical map (panel 6 of Fig. 6.9) is obtained from the normalized integrated intensities
of the aforementioned edges. The color code in this color composite is Sr (red), Ti (yel-
low), Ir (blue) and Ru (green). A profile of the normalized integrated intensities along the
growth direction is shown in the rightmost panel. Since the A-site ion is shared through-
out the heterostructure, the interfaces are formed at the B-sites (only the B-site profile is
displayed). The Ti/Ru and Ti/Ir interfaces are atomically sharp, and only a single B-site
layer displays intermixing. At the Ru/Ir interface, a slight diffusion of Ir into the topmost
RuO2 layer is observed, which corresponds to an Ir content of approximately 20±10%.

6.6.2. ADDITIONAL MAGNETOTRANSPORT CHARACTERIZATION

Hall measurements were performed in a wide temperature range to track the evolution
of RAH

xy and Bc. Figure 6.10 shows the AHE of the STO/SRO/STO and STO/SRO/SIO het-
erostructures (from Figs. 6.4a and 6.4b) from 10 K up to TC. Careful analysis of the hys-
teresis loops enables the extraction of RAH

xy and Bc as a function of temperature. Near Tc,

the determination of RAH
xy and Bc is complicated by the more gradual switching of M .
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Figure 6.9: Compositional analysis by STEM-EELS. From left to right: ADF atomic Z -contrast image, with
simultaneously acquired EELS maps of the Ti-L2,3, Ru-M4,5, Sr-L2,3 and Ir-M4,5 edges for an STO/SRO/SIO
heterostructure. All atomic maps are overlapped to form the color composite shown in the next panel with
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We now focus on the behavior of Bc as the sample is cooled through TR, the tem-
perature at which the AHE changes sign. Bc can be determined from by finding the first
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zero-crossing of Rxy for B > 0. This procedure is shown in Fig. 6.11a for the AHE of the
STO/SRO/SIO heterostructure around TR (the black circles indicate B = Bc). It is im-
mediately apparent that this approach fails in assigning a Bc value to the curve at 48 K.
The extracted Bc values are plotted versus temperature in Fig. 6.11b (left), which reveals
an unphysical discontinuity occurring at TR. This problem arises within any interpreta-
tion that views the total Hall effect as comprising a single anomalous Hall component,
with the apparent peaks arising from for example a topological Hall component due to
skyrmions. The coercive fields determined from the fits with two anomalous Hall com-
ponents (right) show a continuous behavior as a function of temperature, which lends
strong support to the presence of two anomalous Hall channels. Notably, the carrier
density (Fig. 6.11c) determined from the ordinary Hall component does not show an
anomaly around TR.
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Figure 6.11: Determination of Bc. (a) AHE around the sign reversal. The circles indicate the determined Bc.
(b) Left: Bc as a function of temperature. At TR, Bc displays a sudden jump. Right: Bc determined from the fits
with two anomalous Hall components. (c) Carrier density (ne ) as a function of temperature, determined from
the high-field slopes in (a).

In Fig. 6.12 we investigate the anomalous Hall effect outside of the temperature win-
dow where RAH

x y is of opposite sign (35K ≤ T < 58K). Based on the extrapolation of

the data in Fig. 6.12a (filled circles), we expect RAH
xy of both channels to be negative for

T < 35K and positive for T > 58K. This raises the question as to why we do not observe
two switching events in the AHE at higher and lower temperatures. We investigate this
in Fig. 6.12b by summing the extrapolated loops (green and purple), assuming extrapo-
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lated values for Bc at 30 and 60K from Fig. 6.12a. The result of the summation (orange)
is shown in the panel below, and is compared to a single-loop fit of the data (black lines)
in Figs. 6.12c and 6.12d. Due to (i) the slight difference in Bc, (ii) the considerable slope
at Bc and (iii) the fact that RAH

xy of one channel is always much smaller than the other,
the difference is extremely subtle. This implies that, outside the temperature window, it
is nearly impossible to distinguish the two components from AH measurements. Other
techniques such as neutron scattering or Lorentz TEM could provide more insight into
the magnetic switching at these temperatures and the spatial extent of the two channels.
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Figure 6.12: Extrapolation of the anomalous Hall channels. (a) Total RAH
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a comparison between a single AHE and a total AHE resulting from two anomalous Hall components of the
same sign at 30 and 60 K, respectively.

In Fig. 6.13 we present additional measurements on the partial switching of the spin
polarization of the two channels. Figure 6.13a shows simulated and measured RAH curves
similar to those in Fig. 6.7. However, in this case the measurement starts from the bot-
tom branch (opposite spin polarization) and is traversed in the opposite direction (in the
range [0,−Bmax,Bmax,0]). As expected, the measurements are mirrored with respect to
those with opposite spin polarization. In Fig. 6.13c we show that the offset of the center
of the hysteresis loop is in the opposite B direction. The shift of the loop is about 37mT
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at 45K and Bmax = 0.12 T (Fig. 6.13b). At higher Bmax, the shift of the center of the loop
becomes smaller, which can be understood by the partial switching of polarization of
the channel with larger Bc.
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Figure 6.13: Control of the spin polarization of the two channels. (a) Simulated (left) and measured (right)
RAH curves. The curves are offset vertically. (b) Top: comparison of simulated and measured RAH for Bmax =
0.12T. (c) Measured RAH starting with positive or negative spin polarization.

We next study how varying the SIO and SRO layer thicknesses affects the (magne-
to)transport properties of the heterostructures. In Fig. 6.14a we show the sheet resis-
tance versus temperature of an STO/4 u.c. SRO/STO heterostructure and three STO/4
u.c. SRO/SIO heterostructures with different SIO layer thicknesses. We find that increas-
ing the number of SIO layers lowers the resistance, indicating that the SIO layer acts as
a parallel resistor. Peaks appear around the sign reversal of the AHE irrespective of the
film thickness (Fig. 6.14b), strongly suggesting that they originate from interfacial ef-
fects. In addition, the residual resistance ratio (RRR = R300 K/R1.5 K) is the same for all
STO/SRO/SIO heterostructures and is lowered with respect to the STO/SRO/STO. This
further supports that interfacing SRO with SIO (instead of STO) modifies the electronic
structure of the SRO film. We note that the temperature at which the AHE changes sign
and the magnitude of the apparent peaks are slightly different for the three samples.
Since the value of TR depends sensitively on the magnetization and only TR of the 4/2
heterostructure is different, it is likely due to sample-to-sample variations (e.g., a slight
discrepancy in the thickness or crystalline quality of the SRO film). This could also be
responsible for the variation in the peak magnitude, which depends on the relative con-
tribution of the each channel to the anomalous Hall resistivity (ρx y ).
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In the limit of small Hall angles, the total anomalous Hall resistivity is given by

ρtot
x y =

(
σi

xx

σtot
xx

)2

ρi
x y +

(
σi i

xx

σtot
xx

)2

ρi i
x y , (6.2)

where σxx is the longitudinal conductivity and the indices refer to the two chan-
nels. Comparison of our longitudinal and Hall conductivity data shows that σx y /σxx =
O (10−3), hence the addition of Hall resistivities (measured transverse voltages) is valid.
This equation shows that the magnitude of ρi,ii

x y is weighted by the respective σxx . The
conductivity of each channel depends on the number of unit cells that contribute, i.e.,
the number of SRO layers of which the magnetization is affected by each interface. As
the two AH channels coexist within the SRO film, their magnitude should in principle
not depend on the SIO thickness. However, interlayer hybridization of the electronic
states of SRO and SIO could also cause several layers of the SIO film to participate in the
AH transport, which would affect the magnitude of RAH

x y . However, a more systematic
study is required to establish such a relation and exclude possible variability in growth
conditions.
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Figure 6.14: Variation of the SIO film thickness. (a) Sheet resistance and (b) Hall resistance of STO/SRO/SIO
heterostructures with different SIO thicknesses versus temperature.

Figure 6.15a shows the sheet resistance of STO/SRO/4 u.c. SIO heterostructures with
SRO thicknesses ranging from 4 to 6 unit cells. With increasing thickness, the resistance
is lowered and the magnitude of the low-temperature resistance increase is reduced.
Their AHE is shown in Fig. 6.15b for three temperatures around TR. All films display
an AHE with peaks appearing around TR. In Fig. 6.15c we plot RAH

x y versus temperature,
which shows that TR increases with film thickness. This can be attributed to an increase
of M with film thickness, which is consistent with the work of Matsuno et al. [43]. In-
terestingly, the peak magnitude appears to decrease with increasing SRO thickness. This
could be due to a smaller contribution of the SRO layers of which the magnetic state is
affected by the SIO interface. Considering that the magnetic anisotropy of SRO favors an
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out-of-plane magnetization, we expect the canting of the easy-axis induced by the SIO
interface to be limited to a few unit cells. Within this picture, the contribution of the
channel constituted by the SRO layers near the SIO interface to ρx y would be reduced as
the SRO thickness is increased, which is in agreement with our observations.
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heterostructures with different SRO thicknesses versus temperature. (c) RAH
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6.6.3. ANOMALOUS HALL EFFECT IN ULTRATHIN SRO BILAYERS
Based on the proposed mechanism underlying the unconventional AHE in STO/SRO/SIO
heterostructures, we designed the following experiment. We consider a heterostruc-
ture with two ultrathin SRO films separated by an insulating spacer layer rather than
two channels that coexist within a single SRO film. In either case, (magneto)transport
measurements will probe both channels as they are electrically in parallel. To be able to
discern the two AH components, both TR and Bc of the two channels have to be signif-
icantly different, while their magnitudes (RAH

x y ) have to be comparable. In the case that
Bc is nearly equal, a difference in the slope at Bc (the parameter ω) would still allow the
identification of two AH channels. In this case, similar characteristics as those shown in
Fig. 6.5a should appear. We prepared a heterostructure composed of STO/4 u.c. SRO/4
u.c. STO/5 u.c. SRO/10 u.c. STO to test this hypothesis (see Fig. 6.16a). The same num-
ber of pulses were used to grow the bottom and top SRO layers, which differ 1 u.c. in
thickness due to the initial change of the STO surface termination from TiO2 to SrO.

The two layers are contacted by ultrasonic wire bonding to the 4 corners of the sam-
ple with AlSi bonding wire, and the four-terminal resistance is measured in van der Pauw
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configuration. An R(T ) measurement of the heterostructure is shown in Fig. 6.16b. The
bilayer system is rather metallic, with an RRR of over 2. The derivative (dR/dT ) is shown
in the inset, where a sharp peak is observed at approximately 130 K. Careful inspection
reveals a shoulder slightly to the left of this peak, which is suggestive of a second mag-
netic transition at around 120 K. The temperature evolution of RAH

x y is determined by
measuring Rx y (T ) with +50 mT and −50 mT and calculating the difference between the
two curves. This removes any voltage offset originating from misalignment of the con-
tacts and/or inhomogeneous current flow, thus providing the height of the AHE plus a
(negligible) contribution from the ordinary Hall effect that remains approximately con-
stant in temperature. The result of this measurement is shown in Fig. 6.16c (bottom).
The behavior is similar to that of a single SRO layer (see Figs. 1.8a and 6.2c) and does not
show a clear signal of a second magnetic phase.
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Figure 6.16: Magnetotransport in ultrathin SRO bilayers. (a) Schematic of the heterostructure. (b) Sheet
resistance versus temperature. The inset shows the derivative (dR/dT ). (c) Top: schematic of the measurement
configuration. Bottom: magnitude of the AHE (RAH

x y ) as a function of temperature. (d) MR (top) and Hall
resistance (bottom) as a function of temperature.

Signatures of a second magnetic phase can however be detected in the magnetic
field dependence of the longitudinal and Hall resistance (Fig. 6.16d). Both the MR (top)
and Hall data (bottom) show that two magnetic transitions take place at different Bc.
This provides a clear indication of the presence of two spin-polarized conduction chan-
nels. From the Hall measurement we can clearly recognize that the magnetization of
one channel switches very abruptly, while that of the other channel switches more grad-
ually. We attribute the channel that switches abruptly to the bottom SRO layer, as it
is likely more ordered due to the growth on the atomically flat surface of the STO sub-
strate. This is consistent with the abrupt switching observed for a single SRO layer (see
e.g. 6.2b). We expect the second SRO layer to be more disordered as it is grown on top
of the STO/SRO/STO stack, which has accumulated some surface roughness. The con-
comitant variations in thickness could give rise to magnetic domains which switch at
slightly different fields, resulting in a larger slope at Bc.

Having established the presence of two spin-polarized conduction channels, we next
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study their evolution by measuring the AHE at different temperatures (Fig. 6.17). With
increasing temperature, the overall sign of the AHE changes from negative to positive
consistent with Fig. 6.16c. In addition, features are present that are reminiscent of the
peaks observed in SRO/SIO heterostructures and previously referenced work. This is
particularly clear in Fig. 6.17b, where three measurements close to TR are shown.
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Figure 6.17: Temperature evolution of the AHE in SRO bilayers. (a) Rx y measured at different temperatures.
The curves are offset horizontally. (b) Rx y measured at three temperatures close to TR.

An overview of the qualitatively different behaviors is presented in Fig. 6.18. The top
row shows the measured Rx y , while the middle and bottom rows show simulated AH
curves. The green curves (middle row) are modeled by R0B +RAH

x y,I tanh
(
ωI(B −Bc,I)

)+
RAH

x y,II tanh
(
ωII(B −Bc,II)

)
to qualitatively match the measured Rx y . The blue and red

curves (bottom row) are the individual AH components used for the simulation. Note
that both the width (Bc) and the height (RAH

x y ) of the hysteresis loops in this figure are
arbitrary. The simulated curves provide an excellent description of the experimentally
observed behavior. Both AH components show a sign change and a decrease of Bc with
increasing temperature, consistent with the behavior of single SRO layers. The large va-
riety of observed behaviors arises from the crossover of the coercive fields with temper-
ature and the different TR of the two films. As discussed previously, TR is determined by
the balance between topologically nontrivial C = 2 and C = −2 bands, which depends
on the magnitude of the out-of-plane magnetization. The crossover of Bc can be clearly
seen in Fig. 6.18: at 10 K, Bc of the blue curve (bottom SRO) is larger than that of the
red curve (top SRO), while at 90 K it is smaller. This is a consequence of the different
switching mechanisms which could be influenced either by the crystal structure (mag-
netic anisotropy) or by inhomogeneity (magnetic domains).

The results presented in this section lend strong support to the two-channel expla-
nation proposed for (001)-oriented STO/SRO/SIO trilayer systems. An important dif-
ference is that, in the SRO bilayer case, Bc and ω of the two channels are sufficiently
different to allow for their identification even when the AHE is of the same sign. In ad-
dition, here the two channels are electrically and magnetically decoupled owing to the
STO spacer layer. The situation is therefore less complex than that of asymmetric SRO
interfaces, where the two channels are coexisting.
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Figure 6.18: Overview of the qualitatively different behaviors of the AHE. Measured (top row) vs. simulated
(middle and bottom rows) Rx y . The bottom row shows the individual AH components that, together with the
ordinary Hall component, constitute the total Hall effect (middle row).

6.6.4. (111)-ORIENTED STO/SRO/SIO HETEROSTRUCTURES

We now consider the DM interaction at (001)- and (111)-oriented SRO/SIO interfaces. At
(001)-oriented interfaces, the Ir ions are situated directly above the Ru ions. As a result,
the DMI between two Ru sites mediated by the Ir ion is not well defined. In fact, due
to the tetragonal symmetry (as is the case for our SRO/SIO interfaces), interactions me-
diated by neighbouring Ir atoms produce DM vectors with opposite signs, causing the
net DMI to be zero. A net DMI can only result from two Ru sites by tilting of Ru-O-Ru
bonds, as described in Ref. [47]. This calls into question the role of Ir in producing a
topological Hall effect at (001)-oriented SRO/SIO interfaces as first presented in ref. [43].
However, the symmetry at (111)-oriented SRO/SIO does allow for a net DMI, as shown
in Fig. 6.19. The DM vectors are however oriented differently from other systems with
skyrmion lattices such as Fe/Ir(111) [37].
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Figure 6.19: DMI at (111)-oriented interfaces. (a) Schematic of a heterostructure consisting of two Ru4+ planes
and one Ir4+ plane stacked along the (111) crystallographic direction. The (SrO3)4 – planes are not shown for
clarity. The green triangles and black arrows denote the DMI triangles and vectors, respectively. (b) Top view
of the Ru4+ and Ir4+ layers. Oxygen octahedra are shown for the central Ir atom and its neighboring Ru atoms.
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The transition metal ions in a (111) bilayer are located on a honeycomb lattice con-
sisting of two trigonal sublattices on different layers. In this structure, neighbouring
spins on the Ru sites experience a DMI mediated by the Ir atom in the upper layer,
resulting in DM vectors that are oriented along the (100), (010), and (001) axes. (111)-
oriented SRO/SIO interfaces are therefore promising candidates for the stabilization of
skyrmion spin textures. We prepare SRO/SIO interfaces by depositing SRO and SIO films
on commercially available Ti-rich terminated STO(111) substrates. The growth temper-
ature was 600◦C, the deposition pressure 0.1 mbar and the laser fluence 1.2 J/cm2. The
growth was monitored by RHEED, shown in Fig. 6.20. The RHEED intensity oscillations
indicate a layer-by-layer growth mode, and AFM measurements (inset) show that the
step-and-terrace structure of the substrates is preserved and the surfaces are atomically
flat. The film thicknesses were 8 and 2 u.c. of SRO and SIO, respectively. Both films were
capped with 10 u.c. STO to preserve the properties during lithographic processing. The
film thickness of 8 u.c. was chosen to be similar to that of 5 u.c. SRO along the (001)
direction (≈ 2 nm).
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Figure 6.20: Growth and characterization of (111)-oriented heterostructures. RHEED oscillations during the
growth of (a) SRO and (b) STO/SRO/SIO heterostructures on (111)STO. The insets show AFM measurements of
the film surface and RHEED diffraction patterns after the growth of the (a) SRO and (b) SIO layer.

The films were patterned into Hall bars (Fig. 6.21c) in order to perform accurate
(magneto)transport measurements. Figure 6.21a shows R(T ) curves of (001)- and (111)-
oriented STO/SRO/STO and a (111)-oriented STO/SRO/SIO heterostructure. The R(T )
curves of the (001)- and (111)-oriented SRO are similar, the latter being slightly more
metallic. In contrast with the (001) case, interfacing SRO with SIO along the (111) direc-
tion increases the resistance of the system below TC. This indicates that the SIO layer
does not act as a parallel conduction channel. The interface with SIO does, however,
affect electronic transport in the SRO layer as the SRO becomes ferromagnetic.

Hall measurements (Fig. 6.21b) reveal more differences between (001)- and (111)-
oriented SRO films and SRO/SIO interfaces. First, we find that Bc of SRO(111) is sub-
stantially lower than that of SRO(001). Second, the ordinary Hall effect of SRO(111) is
found to be strongly nonlinear, while SRO(001) always displays a linear ordinary Hall
effect. This could be due to the occupation of multiple electron bands or a secondary
magnetic phase that provides an additional anomalous Hall contribution. The nonlin-
ear Hall component can be subtracted from the data by selecting the following segments
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Figure 6.21: (Magneto)transport in (001)- and (111)-oriented SRO and STO/SRO/SIO. (a) Sheet resistance
versus temperature. (b) Hall effect measured at 1.5 K. (c) Optical image of a patterned Hall bar before lift-off of
the resist mask. (d) Rx y measured at different temperatures after subtraction of the ordinary Hall component.

of the Rx y (B) data: [−10, 0 T] and [10, 0 T]. Doing so for the SRO(111) film produces a
conventional anomalous Hall effect. For the SRO/SIO(111) heterostructure, however, a
strong curvature is observed below the coercive field, as shown in Fig. 6.21d. This in-
crease of the Hall resistance is present at all temperatures below Tc. Given the net DMI
at the SRO/SIO(111) interface, this could originate from a noncollinear magnetic state.
However, considering our discussion of the origin of the unconventional AHE in (001)-
oriented SRO/SIO, it could also be attributed to a second anomalous Hall channel that
provides a positive contribution to the AHE. Further investigation is required to uncover
its origin and that of the nonlinear Hall effect in (111)-oriented SRO films.
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ULTRATHIN COMPLEX OXIDE

NANOMECHANICAL RESONATORS

Sometimes I’ve believed as many as six
impossible things before breakfast.

Lewis Carroll

In previous chapters we have seen that the electronic and magnetic properties of thin films
can be strongly affected by epitaxial interfaces, which are often used to control properties
on demand by engineering strain or symmetry mismatches. However, the use of a substrate
for thin film growth is unavoidable and can also constrain the possibilities for mechani-
cal manipulation, integration with electronics, and optical studies. Recently it has become
possible to isolate thin films from their substrate using a buffer layer, enabling the study of
their properties in the absence of interface effects. In this chapter, we create ultrathin mem-
branes of strongly correlated materials and fabricate nanomechanical resonators made of
freestanding STO and SRO films. Using laser interferometry, we successfully actuate and
measure the motion of the nanodrum resonators. By measuring the temperature depen-
dence of their mechanical response, we observe signatures of structural phase transitions
in the STO, which affect the strain and mechanical dissipation of the resonators. This
approach can be extended to investigate phase transitions in a wide range of materials.

Parts of this chapter have been submitted for peer review (2018) by D. Davidovikj, D. J. Groenendijk, A. M. R. V.
L. Monteiro, A. Dijkhoff, D. Afanasiev, Y. Huang, E. van Heumen, H. S. J. van der Zant, A. D. Caviglia, and P. G.
Steeneken.

D. Davidovikj performed the mechanical characterization of the resonators. D. Afanasiev performed the
second harmonic generation measurements.
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I
T is well established that the electronic and magnetic properties of complex oxides
are extremely sensitive to mechanical strain due to the strong coupling between the
lattice and the charge, spin, and orbital degrees of freedom [167–170]. This sensitiv-

ity stems from rotations and distortions of the corner-connected BO6 octahedra (where
B is a transition metal ion situated in the centre of the octahedron formed by the oxygen
atoms), which determine the overlap between orbitals on adjacent atomic sites [171].
The B–O bond lengths and rotation angles are routinely controlled by strain through
heteroepitaxy, which forms a powerful tool to tune the properties of ultrathin films. The
strong dependence of their electronic properties on mechanical strain has attracted a lot
of attention towards their implementation in nanoelectromechanical sensors and actu-
ators [172], but exploiting this trait to the fullest has been limited by the requirement of
a substrate for the epitaxial growth. This constrains the possibilities for their mechanical
manipulation and integration with electronics and it could not be circumvented until re-
cently, when single-crystal films of complex oxides were successfully released and trans-
ferred [173, 174]. This sparked a new wave of interest in studying the intrinsic properties
of these materials, this time in their isolated, ultrathin form.

On the other hand, a wide variety of mechanical manipulation techniques have been
developed for another family of ultrathin materials, the so-called van der Waals mate-
rials [175], where weak interlayer bonding enables exfoliation of single- and few-layer
films. Their ease of manipulation has enabled the top-down fabrication of a variety
of nanomechanical elements, such as suspended membranes and ribbons. This, com-
bined with their flexibility, low mass and remarkable strength, has made them extremely
promising candidates for nanomechanical sensing applications [176–179]. The well-
developed field of nanomechanics has established a solid basis for characterizing the
thermal and mechanical properties of van der Waals materials [180–182]. In this chapter,
we utilize the mechanical manipulation techniques for van der Waals materials to realize
ultrathin nanomechanical resonators made of epitaxially grown single-crystal complex
oxide films. We show that these devices can be used to detect signatures of temperature-
induced phase transitions in the material, which are related to its intrinsic properties
and the configuration and dynamics of structural domains.

7.1. PREPARATION OF FREESTANDING FILMS
The fabrication of the complex oxide mechanical resonators is described in Fig. 7.1. To
isolate the epitaxial STO and SRO thin films from the substrate, a water-soluble epitaxial
Sr3Al2O6 (SAO) layer is first deposited by PLD on a TiO2-terminated STO(001) substrate.
Figure 7.1a shows the RHEED intensity of the specular spot during the growth of SAO
and STO. Oscillations are observed during the growth of both films, indicating that the
growth occurs in layer-by-layer mode. An AFM topographic map shows that the STO
surface has a step-and-terrace structure, corroborating the growth mode. SRO grows
in step-flow mode, as can be inferred from the atomically flat surface and the absence
of RHEED oscillations. An XRD measurement of an STO/SAO/SRO heterostructure is
shown in Fig. 7.6c in Section 7.6.1.

To dissolve the sacrificial layer and detach the thin film from the substrate, a poly-
dimethylsiloxane (PDMS) layer is adhered to the surface before the entire stack is im-
mersed in deionized water. After the dissolution of the SAO layer (approximately 1 hour
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Figure 7.1: Sample fabrication and basic characterization. (a) Left: RHEED intensity oscillations during the
growth of SAO and STO. Inset: RHEED diffraction pattern (left) and AFM image (right) of the SAO surface. The
scale bar is 200 nm. Right: AFM images of the STO (top) and SRO (bottom) film surfaces. The scale bar is 1 µm.
(b) XRD measurement of a 10 u.c. STO film transferred on a Si/SiO2 substrate. Right: rocking curve around the
(002) reflection. (c) Top: schematics of the transfer of a thin SRO film onto a pre-patterned Si/SiO2 substrate.
Bottom: optical image of suspended 9 u.c. SRO drums with a diameter of 13µm. The scale bar is 10 µm.

for a 5 x 5 mm2 50 nm-thick SAO film), the film can be transferred onto other substrates
such as Si/SiO2 using a deterministic dry-transfer technique [183]. An XRD measure-
ment of a 10 u.c. STO flake on a Si/SiO2 substrate is shown in Fig. 7.1b (left). Finite size
oscillations are still visible, indicating that the films are of excellent crystalline quality af-
ter the release and transfer process. Since the film is no longer epitaxial on the substrate,
the rocking curve (right) is a measure of the morphology of the STO film lying on the
SiO2. The small full width at half maximum (0.95◦) indicates that the film lies very flat on
the Si/SiO2 substrate. Here the technique for releasing oxide films is extended by trans-
ferring STO and SRO films onto Si/SiO2 substrates pre-patterned with circular cavities,
demonstrating the feasibility of creating suspended complex oxides membranes. An op-
tical image of 9 u.c. (thickness: h = 3.6 nm) thick SRO drums (diameter: d = 13 µm) is
shown in Fig. 7.1c. It is remarkable that these materials, much like their van der Waals
counterparts, have the flexibility and tensile strength required to be suspended with as-
pect ratios exceeding d/h > 3600.

7.2. MECHANICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF OXIDE RESONATORS
We characterize the high-frequency dynamics of the complex oxide nanodrums using
the optical actuation and detection setup shown in Fig. 7.2. The drums are mounted in
the vacuum chamber (10−6 mbar) of a closed-cycle cryostat with optical access. Their
motion is read out using a red HeNe laser (λ= 632.8 nm). The complex oxide membrane
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Figure 7.2: Optical actuation and detection setup. Setup for interferometric displacement detection (VNA:
vector network analyser, PD: photodiode, LD: laser diode, BE: beam expander, PBS: polarised beam splitter,
CM: cold mirror).

and the silicon underneath form a Fabry–Pérot cavity, where the motion of the mem-
brane modulates the intensity of the reflected light, which is measured by a photodiode.
The resonators are actuated optothermally using a blue laser that is coupled into the
optical path via a cold mirror [184, 185]. Measurements are performed in a homodyne
detection scheme using a vector network analyser (VNA), simultaneously sweeping the
actuation and detection frequencies.

The mechanical resonances of several STO and SRO drums are shown in Fig. 7.3. Al-
though STO is transparent in the visible range [186], the motion of the drums can still
be actuated and measured optically since the refractive index of the STO is different
from that of vacuum. Figures 7.3a and 7.3b show measurements of two STO drums, and
Figs. 7.3d and 7.3e of two SRO drums of different diameters. Measurements over a wider
frequency range show that higher order resonances of the drums can also be detected;
two examples are shown in Figs. 7.3c and 7.3f, where up to four higher order resonances
are visible. By taking the ratio of the second harmonic to the fundamental mode, we can
estimate whether the mechanical properties are dictated by the pre-tension (theoretical
ratio 1.59) or if they are dominantly determined by the bending rigidity (theoretical ra-
tio 2.09), the latter being dependent on the Young’s modulus of the material (E). It can
be seen from Fig. 7.3c that the STO drums are in a crossover regime (ratio 1.72), simi-
lar to what has been observed in drums of similar dimensions made of MoS2 [185] and
TaSe2 [187]. On the other hand, the mechanical properties of the SRO drums are almost
entirely determined by their pre-tension since f1/ f0 = 1.47, which is close to the theoret-
ical value of 1.59.
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Figure 7.3: Mechanical characterization of STO and SRO nanodrums. Frequency spectra of two STO drums
with diameters of (a) 3 µm and (b) 4 µm. The red lines are linear harmonic oscillator fits. The extracted quality
factors are shown in the top left corners of the panels. (c) Wide-range frequency spectrum of the drum shown
in (b). The positions of the fundamental resonance mode ( f0) and the second resonance mode ( f1) are marked
with vertical dashed lines. (d) and (e) show frequency spectra of two SRO drums with diameters of 5 µm and
13 µm, respectively. (f) Wide-range frequency spectrum of the drum shown in (d).

7.3. TEMPERATURE-DEPENDENT MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
Having confirmed that the resonators can be mechanically characterized at room tem-
perature, we now investigate how their mechanical properties change with temperature.
STO is known to undergo a number of phase transitions as a function of temperature,
which are expected to influence the mechanical properties of the resonators. Figure 7.4
shows the temperature dependence of the mechanical properties of an STO nanodrum.
The resonance frequency (Fig. 7.4a) shows a temperature evolution which is commonly
observed in 2D materials [188–190]. This behavior is usually ascribed to a difference
in thermal expansion coefficient between the membrane and the substrate [189, 190],
which results in thermally induced tensile stress. Since the resonance frequency is re-
lated to the thermal expansion coefficient ( f 2

0 ∝ αeffT ), an abrupt change in αeff will
noticeably affect f0. Interestingly, two discontinuities are observed in Fig. 7.4a: a devia-
tion of f0 below 165 K and a kink in f0 at around 30 K (Fig. 7.4a, inset).

Below 105 K, the cubic structure of bulk STO breaks up into locally ordered tetrag-
onal domains joined by ferroelastic domain walls [191, 192]. Another phase transition
occurs at around 30 K, below which the Sr-ions disorder along [111] directions, ren-
dering the structure locally triclinic [193–195]. Both transitions are accompanied by
changes in mechanical properties [196–200], as well as in the thermal expansion coef-
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Figure 7.4: Temperature dependence of the mechanical properties of a 4 µm STO drum. (a) Resonance fre-
quency as a function of temperature (upward sweep). The red line is a parabolic fit to the data. The inset shows
a zoomed-in region in the range between 15 and 40 K. (b) Quality factor as a function of temperature for seven
alternating temperature sweeps. Two distinct branches are distinguishable in the region between 30 and 165 K
(dashed lines), coloured in red and blue. The light blue points correspond to cooling cycles. (c) Quality factor
as a function of time at constant temperatures, where A, B, and C correspond to the points shown in (b).

ficient of STO [201] and can therefore be responsible for the signatures at 165 K and 30
K in Fig. 7.4a. The difference between the observed transition temperature of 165 K and
the bulk value of 105 can be attributed to surface effects [202] and thermally induced
strain [203]. Additional evidence for an elevated cubic-to-tetragonal transition temper-
ature is found from second harmonic generation (SHG) measurements that show a fea-
ture around 157 K (see Fig. 7.7). The fact that the resonance frequency increases with
decreasing temperature, despite the decrease of the Young’s modulus of bulk STO be-
low the transition temperature [197, 200] indicates that the mechanical behavior of the
resonator is dominated by tension, rather than bending rigidity [185].

While the phase transitions only lead to relatively small shifts in the resonance fre-
quency, they greatly impact the measured mechanical dissipation, as shown in Fig. 7.4b.
To characterize dissipation we use the quality factor of the resonator, which is extracted
from the frequency domain measurements as Q = f0/∆ f (∆ f is the full width at half
maximum of the resonance peak). Whereas f0 is influenced both by the pre-tension of
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the membrane and the Young’s modulus of the STO, the quality factor is also depen-
dent on the intrinsic losses in the material (Q ∝ E1/E2 for a complex Young’s modulus
E = E1+i E2 [204]). In Fig. 7.4b we show the evolution of the Q factor for 7 alternating up-
ward and downward temperature sweeps. At temperatures below 30 K and above 165 K,
the curves overlap. At intermediate temperatures however, two distinct branches are
observed: a low-dissipation branch, traced out by the red data points (belonging to the
first two temperature sweeps, including the measurement from Fig. 7.4a), and a high-
dissipation branch traced out by the blue data points. The light blue points correspond
to measurements taken during cooling down and the red and dark blue points are mea-
surements taken during warming up. The overlap between the measurements in both
directions implies that there is no correlation between the dissipation state and the di-
rection of the temperature sweep. Despite the upward shift of the resonance frequency
after the first temperature cycle, in all subsequent measurements the f0(T ) curves are
reproducible with only small variations of the order of 1 MHz. This suggests that the ef-
fect responsible for the different Q branches does not influence the mechanical stiffness
of the nanodrum and is not correlated to or caused by a change in the resonance fre-
quency. Subsequent measurements indicate that dissipation states in between the red
and the blue data points are also accessible, but values of Q outside of the range defined
by the measurements in Fig. 7.4b were not measured.

The trend of decreasing dissipation (increasing Q) at lower temperatures is often ob-
served in 2D materials [188, 190, 205] and in MEMS in general [206] and is a subject of
ongoing discussion. A proposed explanation for this effect is the increased in-plane ten-
sion which is known to lower dissipation by increasing the energy stored per vibrational
cycle in nanomechanical structures [187, 204, 207, 208]. However, the different dissipa-
tion states of the STO drums between 30 and 165 K is, to our knowledge, a phenomenon
that has not been observed in other nanomechanical systems, and is most likely related
to the ferroelastic domain structure of the STO. The domain walls are a mechanism of
releasing stress and are formed in a random configuration when the STO is cooled be-
low its transition temperature. These domain walls are known to be easily displaced in
response to external stimuli such as electric fields [209] and mechanical stress [200]. In
turn, the motion of the domain walls has been directly linked to mechanical dissipa-
tion [195]. Their mobility, i.e., the extent to which they can contribute to the dissipation,
is dependent on temperature and their exact spatial arrangement [194, 195, 210]. Addi-
tionally, the (ferroelectric) polarization of domain walls changes with temperature [194],
and increased polarization has been linked to increased mobility [195].

The seemingly arbitrary occupancy of the Q(T ) branches suggests that the differ-
ent states are linked to the (random) spatial distribution of domains and domain walls
within the drum. This can influence the dissipation in two ways. First, the exact location
of a domain wall and its distance from the centre of the membrane determine the local
dynamic load experienced by the wall during an oscillation cycle and hence its displace-
ment. Second, domain walls can intersect [210], with the number of crossing points
depending on the number (density) of the domain walls. These crossings can act as pin-
ning sites that hinder their propagation, resulting in “jamming” of the domains [210],
effectively reducing the dissipated energy per oscillation cycle. In this framework, the
high dissipation state (blue points in Fig. 7.4b) would correspond to a situation with a
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high density of domain walls at the edges of the nanodrum, where the concentration of
strain is the highest. We propose that the red data points correspond to domain wall
arrangements where very few run along the drum’s surface and, those that do, form a
connected matrix that renders them immobile and lessens their contribution to the me-
chanical dissipation. At low temperatures the domain walls are further known to exhibit
erratic movement [210]. The overlap of all data points below 30 K indicates that in this
regime the dissipation is no longer dependent on the spatial arrangement of the domain
walls in the intermediate temperature range. A curious consequence of this is the large
spread of the quality factor as a function of time at 5 K, compared to that at higher tem-
peratures, regardless of the dissipation state the resonator occupies. This is shown in
Fig. 7.4c, where the quality factor at the points indicated in Fig. 7.4b is plotted over the
course of 100 minutes.
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the dc voltage on the photodiode to compensate for changes in the reflectivity of the sample. The blue and red
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Finally we discuss the measured amplitude at resonance (A), presented in Fig. 7.5.
The amplitude decreases with increasing temperature, which can be explained by the
significant decrease in the quality factor (see Fig. 7.4b) as |A|ω=ω0 = FQ/(ω2

0m), where
F is the driving force, ω0 is the natural frequency and m is the effective mass of the
resonator. Interestingly, the measurement points that belong to the high-dissipation
branch (blue points in Figs. 7.4b and 7.5) exhibit a large peak at around 34 K. This is
counterintuitive, as one would expect that a lower quality factor should result in a lower
amplitude. The only cause of this could be an increase in the actuation efficiency that
compensates for the decrease in the Q factor. If so, this phenomenon cannot be caused
by a change in the absorption of STO (at λ = 405 nm), which is constant as a function of
temperature in the measured range [211]. Therefore, we attribute the increased driving
efficiency to a change in the thermal properties of the material. The Debye term (Cp/T 3,
where Cp is the specific heat of the material), which is also closely related to the thermal
expansion of the material (α) [212], was found to display a peak around 30 K in STO [213].
The temperature at which Cp/T 3 peaks [213] is consistent with the position of the am-
plitude peak in our measurements (blue curve in Fig. 7.5), signaling that the change in
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the thermal properties is likely responsible for the increase in actuation efficiency. The
absence of the peak in the measurements belonging to the other dissipation branches
is, nevertheless, challenging to explain within the proposed interpretation, as it would
imply that the aforementioned change in the thermal properties of the STO is inhomo-
geneous and is strongly enhanced at twin boundaries between different domains.

7.4. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we demonstrated the fabrication of ultrathin mechanical resonators made
of epitaxially grown STO and SRO films. Using laser interferometry, we mechanically
characterized the nanodrums and showed that they can be used as nanomechanical de-
vices, much like drums made of van der Waals materials [184, 185, 187, 190, 214, 215].
We show that phase transitions affect the temperature-dependent dynamics of the res-
onators and that their mechanical dissipation can shed light on the microscopic loss
mechanisms, which are often coupled to electronic degrees of freedom.

This work provides novel opportunities for two fields: (i) the field of complex ox-
ides will benefit from a new tool to probe their mechanical properties, which are of-
ten strongly coupled to their structural and electronic order parameters; (ii) the field of
nanomechanics will now have access to a class of atomically-engineerable materials and
heterostructures with exotic properties that could be used as functional elements in na-
noelectromechanical systems (NEMS). Such nanomechanical resonators can be used in
self-transducing mechanical devices, suspended Bragg reflectors, bimorphic actuators
and novel thermomechanical and piezoelectric sensing concepts. Furthermore, by de-
coupling the high-temperature growth of the materials from the device fabrication flow,
these complex oxide NEMS can be easily integrated into fully functional complementary
metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) devices, that cannot tolerate temperatures above
400◦C.

7.5. METHODS
SAO, STO, and SRO films were grown by PLD on TiO2-terminated STO(001) substrates.
The pulses were supplied by a KrF excimer laser and the substrate was mounted us-
ing two clamps and heated by an infrared laser. SAO and STO were deposited using a
laser fluence of 1.2 J/cm2, a substrate temperature of 850◦C and an oxygen pressure of
10−6 mbar. SRO was deposited at 600◦C, with a fluence of 1.1 J/cm2 and an oxygen pres-
sure of 0.1 mbar. The growth occurred in layer-by-layer mode for SAO and STO, while
SRO grew in step-flow mode. After the deposition, the heterostructures were annealed
for one hour at 600◦C in 300 mbar O2, and cooled down in the same atmosphere at a rate
of 20◦C/min.

The thin films were detached from the substrate by adhering a PDMS layer to the
film surface and immersing the stack in water. Dissolution of a 50 nm SAO layer was
found to take approximately 60 minutes. After releasing the substrate, the PDMS layer
with the thin film was dried using dry N2. The STO and SRO films were transferred onto
pre-patterned Si/285 nm SiO2 substrates using an all-dry deterministic transfer tech-
nique [183]. The crystallinity of the thin films before and after their release was investi-
gated by XRD (see Figs. 7.1b and 7.6c).
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The SHG measurements were performed in reflection geometry to confirm the pres-
ence of the structural transition observed in the mechanical experiments. The sample
was excited by a 60 fs laser pulse at a central wavelength of 800 nm from a regenerative
Ti:Sapphire amplified laser system operating at a 1 kHz repetition rate. The laser fluence
was in the order of 10 mJ/cm2. The nonlinear response at the central wavelength of 400
nm was detected using a photomultiplier tube.

7.6. SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

7.6.1. GROWTH & CHARACTERIZATION OF FREESTANDING FILMS

Figure 7.6a shows RHEED oscillations during the growth of a 19 u.c. SAO film on an
STO(001) substrate. An AFM measurement of the SAO surface (Fig. 7.6b) is taken directly
after the sample is removed from the vacuum chamber. Clear steps and terraces are vis-
ible, indicating that the film grows in layer-by-layer mode. An XRD measurement of an
SRO/SAO/STO heterostructure is shown in Fig. 7.6c. The simulation of the diffracted
intensity (red line, simulated with InteractiveXRDFit [16]) can capture both the peak po-
sition and finite size oscillations of the SAO layer and the ultrathin (9 u.c.) SRO film.
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7.6.2. SHG STUDY OF FREESTANDING STO
SHG is a nonlinear optical technique based on conversion of two photons of frequency
f to a single photon of frequency 2 f . SHG has been proven to be efficient in probing
microscopic transformations of the crystal symmetry near structural phase transitions.
The polarization and intensity of the SHG light can be substantially affected when the
crystal structure undergoes a transition between symmetry groups.

SHG measurements were performed on a 20 nm thick STO film lying on a Si/SiO2
substrate. The measurement area was equal to the laser spot size, which is estimated
to be around 100 µm. The polarization of the incoming light wave was controlled by
means of a Glan–Taylor polarizer and a half-wave plate mounted in the rotation stage.
The residual SHG signal from the optical components was filtered out using a low-pass
filter. The polarization of the reflected light was analyzed with a Glan–Taylor polarizer
mounted in the rotational stage. The narrow band (10 nm) at the central filter was used
to filter out light at the fundamental wavelength of 800 nm. The polarization of the in-
cident light (Pin) is the same as the polarization of the recorded SHG signal (Pout). The
measurements were taken during cooling down (dark blue curve in Fig. 7.7) and during
warming up (light blue curve). The measurements show features at 105 and 157 K, which
correspond to the transition temperatures of STO bulk and the STO surface, respectively.
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CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES

So long, and thanks for all the fish.

Douglas Adams, The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy

The results presented in this thesis are important for our fundamental understanding and
for advances in future transition metal oxide-based applications. In this chapter, we will
review the insights gained and outline promising future directions.
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S
TRONTIUM iridates have produced a number of surprises over the past few decades,
starting with the discovery of an Jeff = 1/2 Mott insulating state in Sr2IrO4. While
band theory predicted a metallic state owing to the extended nature of 5d orbitals,

Sr2IrO4 was found to be insulating due to the formation of narrow, spin–orbit coupled
bands, which are gapped by a relatively small U . In Chapters 2 to 5 we have seen that the
3D member SIO is no less exciting, displaying unusual electronic and magnetic prop-
erties arising from the combination of strong SOC and electronic correlations. We have
ventured past seemingly conflicting Hall and thermoelectric measurements (Chapter 3),
an enhancement of spin fluctuations in the 2D limit (Chapter 4), and a field-induced
magnetic state at low temperatures (Chapter 5).

The properties of SIO are even more intriguing when used to form epitaxial interfaces
with other TMOs. Although this avenue is still relatively unexplored, several recent pub-
lications have reported emergent magnetism [142], easy-axis reorientation [143], spin-
glass-like behavior [44] and the formation of skyrmion spin textures [43] in heterostruc-
tures and superlattices involving SIO.

8.1. SPIN AND CHARGE ACCUMULATION AT OXIDE INTERFACES

In Chapter 6 we studied STO/SRO/SIO heterostructures, in which the strong SOC of SIO
was reported to give rise to skyrmions [43–45]. We uncovered that its unconventional
AHE can be explained without resorting to skyrmions, as the behavior can be fully ac-
counted for by considering two AH channels with opposite signs. We showed that these
channels arise from the imposition of asymmetric boundary conditions on the SRO film.
Preliminary experiments on STO/SRO/LAO heterostructures, presented in Fig. 8.1, show
that strong SOC is not required to observe such characteristics.
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In fact, since LAO and SRO are more different than SIO and SRO (orthorhombic vs.
rhombohedral symmetry, different strain states, weak SOC and no d orbitals), the asym-
metry is larger and the two AH channels can be discerned in a much wider range of
temperatures. Several papers have since reported on skyrmion-induced topological Hall
effects in uncapped SRO films [46], SRO/BaTiO3 heterostructures [47], and in protonated
SRO films [48]. Other scenarios have been put forward to explain the peaks superim-
posed on the AHE such as the presence of Ru vacancies [155] and inhomogeneous mag-
netoelectric properties [216] in uncapped SRO, and noncollinear magnetism induced by
antiferromagnetic interfacial coupling in SRO/LSMO heterostructures [217]. However,
to date our interpretation is the only one that is able to account for the magnetic field-
dependence of the Hall effect, showing that it can be described by the superposition of
two anomalous Hall effects of opposite sign. We believe that this field of research is still
in its infancy and hope that our interpretation will inspire more studies into the manip-
ulation of Berry phases at oxide interfaces.

8.2. BERRY PHASE ENGINEERING IN FREESTANDING OXIDES
In epitaxial form, the Berry curvature of SRO can be manipulated by (i) changing the
materials at the top and bottom interfaces, (ii) varying the SRO layer thickness and (iii)
designing superlattices. The methods developed in Chapter 7 can be used to greatly
expand the array of possibilities for engineering the Berry curvature by manipulating
freestanding SRO layers. Examples include:

• forming van der Waals interfaces between SRO and other (2D) materials to trigger
different electronic and magnetic reconstructions;

• suspending SRO films and dynamically tuning their strain by field-effect, indenta-
tion with an AFM tip or bending a flexible substrate;

• forming interfaces between freestanding SRO and other TMOs, thereby controlling
their alignment to form moiré patterns as in recent work on magic-angle graphene
bilayers [218].

As a first step towards the realization of such devices, we performed preliminary ex-
periments on freestanding SRO films transferred onto Si/SiO2 and STO substrates. In
particular, we focused on the modification of the conducting and ferromagnetic proper-
ties stemming from strain relaxation and the release process. An overview of the mag-
netotransport results is shown in Fig. 8.2. Surprisingly, we found that freestanding SRO
films display two-phase magnetic behavior, qualitatively similar to our measurements
on STO/SRO/SIO and STO/SRO/LAO heterostructures and SRO bilayers. The individ-
ual AH components are of opposite sign in the entire temperature range, but perhaps
the most remarkable feature is the difference in switching mechanisms. Whereas the
magnetization of one channel (negative AH component, dark blue curve) switches very
abruptly, the magnetization of the other channel (positive AH component, light blue
curve) switches gradually (see Fig. 8.2d). Further studies are required to investigate
whether this originates from interfacial effects or from a structural or chemical gradi-
ent within the SRO film.
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8.3. FUNCTIONAL OXIDE RESONATORS AND SUPERCAPACITORS
For the complex oxide mechanical resonators, properties such as ferroelectricity or fer-
romagnetism could be used to obtain self-transducing devices, sensitive potentiometers
or magnetometers (see Fig. 8.3a). Furthermore, the high dielectric constant of STO and
other TMOs can be used to realize supercapacitors (see Fig. 8.3b).
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Figure 8.3: Novel devices based on freestanding oxides. (a) Complex oxide mechanical resonators. (b) Super-
capacitor formed by sandwiching an STO film between gold electrodes.
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